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Abstract
This master thesis is conducted at the Advanced Analytics Department at Fokker Services
B.V. As an international Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) provider Fokker pursues competitive advantage. This research uses machine learning on historical data to produce early component maintenance cost predictions. Linear Regression, Random Forrest
and Gradient Boosting are implemented, used for predictions and compared. The Cross
Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) is used as structure throughout
this thesis. Specific component number references are anonymized to protect confidential
information.
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Executive Summary
Problem
Fokker Services in a Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) provider in the aerospace
industry. A part of Fokker’s competitive position is responding to a Request for Proposal
(RFQ) from a customer and composing a competitive price. Part of this competitive
price composition is predicting the cost of component maintenance. Currently maintenance cost predictions are composed of using averages from the information management
system Pentagon, where other possible valuable component characteristics are unused.
Therefore, this research creates a machine learning model on the available information
from Pentagon to predict component maintenance cost using component characteristics.
The corresponding main research question is:
What is the model Fokker should use for forecasting expected cost of component
maintenance?

Method
This research uses the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) to
structure the data mining process. It introduces multiple iterations, where information
gained at a previous iteration is used as input for successive iterations. The process of creating a prediction model for predicting component maintenance cost is first implemented
for part number -xxxx-, because its data volume and high average maintenance cost. This
process is thereafter implemented to create prediction models for the 500 most frequent
master part numbers. Prediction models are created using three machine learning techniques: Linear Regression, Random Forest regression and Gradient Boosting regression.
The results are compared and the best model is selected.
Component maintenance cost predictions are built on 34 component characteristics available at the time of prediction (called voca) and three composed component characteristics, component lead times. Importance of explaining the target variable’s variance
of these component characteristics results in a ranking with account number as most
important feature. Besides the 37 available component characteristics, many characteristics are determined during maintenance and therefore are not available at the time of
voca. However, most of these component characteristics have higher features importance
in explaining the target variable’s variance. The most promising unavailable feature is
Qfinish work performed representing the work scope of a work order. The work scope is
determined using a classification model using the available features and using the available
features including text analytics on work order memo fields.
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Results
Created prediction models resulted in poor performance measures for component -xxxx- as
shown in Table 0.1. Linear Regression, Random Forest regression and Gradient Boosting
regression are represented by ’Regr’, ’Rfr’ and ’Gbr’ respectively. The input Dataframe
’basic’ represents the 34 + 3 available component features. ’+Classification’ adds the
predicted work scope and the ’+Classification + text’ adds the predicted work scope
determined on text analytics to the ’basic’ DataFrame. 95% confidence intervals are
presented between brackets.

R-squared score

MAE score

Input DataFrame
Basic
+Classification
+Classification + text
Basic
+Classification
+Classification + text

Regr
<0
<0
<0
4310 (±9160)
>10000
2438 (±1658)

Rfr
0.39 (±0.12)
0.39 (±0.12)
0.38 (±0.14)
1251 (±170)
1251 (±144)
1237 (±202)

Gbr
0.33 (±0.22)
0.30 (±0.22)
0.31 (±0.24)
1289 (±288)
1324 (±248)
1286 (±224)

Table 0.1: R-squared scores for different regressors predicting maintenancen cost (5-fold crossvalidation)

Predictions on component -xxxx- results in poor performance measures, with mean absolute errors (MAE score) of 18% of the maximum maintenance cost and explained variance
(R-squared score) of maximal 0.4. The determination of work scopes has a maximum accuracy of 60%, which turned out to be insufficient to improve regression scores compared
to not using work scopes as input variable. Model building for the 500 most frequent
master part numbers resulted in similar results.

Conclusion
Although Random Forest regression results in the best performance for predicting component maintenance cost, the performance measures are insufficient to implement such cost
prediction model at Fokker Services. In order to improve the maintenance cost prediction
models, two research areas are emphasized:
• Increased knowledge about work scoping
• Cost prediction based on cost of activities and parts material
Increased knowledge about a work scope of a work order could increase prediction scores.
For component -xxxx- an accuracy of determining work scopes at the time of voca, would
results in an R-squared of 0.7. As observed in Table 0.1, the accuracy of determining work
TU/e
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scope of 60% did not improve on the results from regression without using work scope.
Therefore, increased accuracy of determining work scope from the available features does
increase component maintenance cost prediction.
Another improvement direction is research on cost of activities (labor cost) and parts material (material cost) of a work order. Labor cost and parts material cost have high feature
importance in explaining the target variable’s variance. By creating lists of standard activities with labor cost and parts material for different work scopes of a part number,
this information increases regression results. However, this improvement direction is fully
dependent on the classification of work scopes to work orders. Therefore, work scopes
shall be determined with high accuracy before cost of activities and part material cost
will result in improved maintenance cost prediction models.
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1

Introduction

Introduction

Aircrafts are so called capital goods, which are expensive, component rich, and have long
life cycles. In order to ensure reliability and safety throughout its long lifecycle, component
maintenance is crucial. Maintenance contracts between aircraft owners and maintenance,
repair and overhaul (MRO) providers are long lasting or even lifetime commitments (
[GKN, 2018]). For a MRO provider such as Fokker Services B.V., the challenge is to
provide constant service over a long period of time in an uncertain environment.
Aerospace companies requesting maintenance for aircraft components, demand up front
price quotation, since competition among MRO providers is intense. Hereby the risk of
unforeseen maintenance cost is shifted from the aerospace company to the MRO provider,
imposing the MRO provider with the challenge to competitively compose price quotations.
A price quotation is composed by a sales employee and is called pre-calculation (voca).
Voca is a forecast of the expected maintenance cost of a component plus a MRO’s profit
margin of that component.
With the increasing trend of capturing data, more data about maintenance of components becomes available to MRO providers. This component data provides opportunities
to improve or justify MRO provider’s maintenance logistics policies. After completing
maintenance, the actual made cost is collected, named recalculation (naca). It is important for a MRO provider to have lower or equal naca than voca in order to make profit.
Research into the relationship between voca and naca using historical data provides insights for Fokker Services B.V. in providing price quotations to customers.
This research presents a process to identify informative features about aerospace components from aerospace component data to predict component maintenance cost. Furthermore, machine learning techniques are applied on this data to estimate component
maintenance cost before actual maintenance starts. These cost estimates assist in determining a component’s voca and help companies in the aerospace maintenance industry
make more precise, quicker and more accurate forecast. This improves their competitive
position, because MRO providers are enabled to offer price quotations with more certainty
and faster response rate increasing the hit rate on customer requests.

1.1

Problem Statement

For a MRO provider to stay competitive and profitable, price quotations need to be as precise and delivered as soon as possible. Because price quotations are a forecast of expected
cost of maintenance, it is impossible to provide such a forecast without uncertainty. However, reducing this uncertainty to a minimum will increase reliability and enable quicker
price quotation delivery.
At Fokker Services B.V. the importance of accurate maintenance cost estimation is recognized, for which data-driven support is requested by Fokker employees. Many features
TU/e
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of component maintenance are captured in a database, which is available for analyses.
Through experience, Fokker knows that features about component maintenance influence
the cost of maintenance. For example the average length of a flight influences the cost of
maintenance of the landing gear components, since longer flights use their landing gear
less often. This indicates that multiple features contribute to forecasting a single expected cost of component maintenance, best represented by a regression formula [Joseph
et al., 2009]. However, up until now Fokker has not been able to capture the relationship
between expected maintenance cost and the component maintenance data.
In order to investigate relations between component maintenance data and cost estimates,
it is necessary to determine which data is necessary for analysis and whether the data
is rich enough to establish relations. Richness of the data is partly limited by the fact
that in the aerospace industry rotatable components (components able to be replaced by
serviceable components, so the non-serviceable component could go into maintenance)
have long maintenance life cycles, indicating the lengthy time between two maintenance
moments of a component. Maintenance data is solely collected while components are
in maintenance, resulting in small data entries for many specific aerospace components.
Fokker has not been able to determine whether it is possible to create maintenance cost
estimations solely on available data.
Figure 1.1 represents an overview of the different elements present in this research. A
component starts at stage 1, where a cost prediction is requested upon the known component characteristics (voca). The maintenance process is not part of this research, but
during this maintenance, component characteristics are determined and stored. At stage
3 the component is finished and all component characteristics are known. From the finished components the importance of component characteristics of not yet known features
at voca, which are known at naca, are determined. This research investigates whether it is
possible to predict total cost at stage 1 by comparing voca to naca and investigates which
component characteristics are important in component maintenance cost prediction.

TU/e
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of discovery process of features

In summary, there is a need for cost prediction of component maintenance before actual
maintenance. This requires analyzing data and identifying relations between component
maintenance data features and the total cost of component maintenance. To answer the
above mentioned problems, the following research question needs to be answered:
RQ:

What is the model Fokker should use for predicting expected cost of component maintenance?

This leads to the following research sub-question to be addressed:

TU/e

RSQ1:

What is the purpose of estimating cost of component maintenance?

RSQ2:

Which data elements are generated during and after maintenance of
aerospace components?

RSQ3:

What information is available at the time of estimation of maintenance
cost?

RSQ4:

What is the importance and potential value of not yet available information on the estimation of component maintenance cost?

RSQ5:

What is the regression model that best explains the data, its assumptions
and evaluation methods?

10
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1.2

Introduction

RSQ6:

What are the optimal parameter settings for the regression model found
in RSQ5?

RSQ7:

How accurate is the model based on the comparison between estimated
maintenance cost and actual maintenance cost of component maintenance?

Report Structure

Chapter 2 starts with a literature review on cost estimation techniques used for cost
estimation and the process of responding to customer price request in the aerospace
industry. Chapter 3 gives the methodology for this research. The subsequent chapters
elaborate on the steps of the CRISP-DM model, introduced in the methodology. Chapter
4 gives a business understanding, chapter 5 a data understanding and chapter 6 the
steps taken to prepare the data for modelling. Chapter 7 describes model creation and
assessment. The last chapter, chapter 8, concludes on the research questions, discusses
research limitation and suggests future research directions. These chapters are followed
by the appendix providing more extensive elaboration.

TU/e
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2
2.1

Literature Review

Literature Review
Introduction

This master thesis investigates a data-driven cost estimation model for component maintenance cost in aerospace industry. Because the cost estimation model is supposed to be
used as input for responding to customer price request, the aspect of responding to so
called RFPs (Request for Proposals) is also considered.
This literature review is structured as follows. Section 2.2 describes the research area of
the review in detail. In section 2.3 the analysis of the explored literature is presented and
section 2.4 concludes this literature review.

2.2

Research area

The problem statement in section 1.1 mentioned the cost estimation model is best represented by a regression model. This literature review expands the exploration of other cost
estimation models in order to investigate its state space. This enables the justification of
a regression model, which is to be used as basis for the cost estimation model developed
at Fokker.
The cost estimation model could be used at Fokker to respond to request for quotations
(RFQs). A RFQ is a document containing requirements of the customer for maintenance,
with an expected response of the service provider with the maintenance cost and a service
level. Upon determining a price for a RFQ, the employee of the service provider makes use
of several information sources in order to make an accurate and achievable cost estimate.
The importance of timely and accurate response is emphasized by Veeramani & Joshi
[Veeramani and Joshi, 1997], who are using the term ’rapid cost estimation’ for it. For
this reason the area of research is focused on the estimation of RFQs using different cost
estimation techniques. An extensive methodology of this literature review is presented in
Appendix B: Literature review methodology.

2.3
2.3.1

Literature analysis
Cost estimation techniques and their structures

Cost estimation techniques are grouped into different taxonomies by literature. An agreed
classification adopted by literature prescribes the distinction between qualitative and
quantitative techniques, but the allocation of different estimation techniques is ambiguous
[Garcı́a-Crespo et al., 2011, Datta and Roy, 2010, Yeh and Deng, 2012]. Datta & Roy
present a broad taxonomy of cost estimation techniques into four categories (schematically
represented in Figure 2.1):
TU/e
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• Intuitive - Based on expert estimator’s experience
• Analogical - Estimates on the degree of similarity between historical data and object
• Parametric - Based on a set of parameters characterizing the object
• Analytical - Based on detailed description of the object

Figure 2.1: Broad taxonomy of cost estimation techniques [Datta and Roy, 2010]

Datta & Roy also present an overview of different major estimation techniques accompanied with their advantages and limitations. Their findings are presented in Figure
2.2.

Figure 2.2: Comparison of different cost estimation tehcniques [Datta and Roy, 2010]

This literature review focuses further on parametric and analogy based cost estimation techniques, because these have the highest potential value for Fokker. Analytical
and activity-based costing techniques are not implementable at Fokker, because there
is not enough data (known component feature values) available when cost estimation
TU/e
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is requested. Therefore, this literature review focuses on the exploration of Regression
Analysis (simple, multiple, ridge), Neural Networks, Support Vector machines, ensemble
methods (decision trees) and Cases-based Reasoning.
Simple-, Multiple- and Ridge regression are parametric cost estimating techniques, thereby
representing the data through a predefined set of parameters. Where simple regression
only uses one parameter to estimate the target variable, multiple- and ridge regression
use multiple parameters. Because the parameters are predefined in these modelling techniques, the transparency is high and training speed is fast. Furthermore, adjusting models
with data containing the same parameters is easy, where only parameters weights need
to be changed.
Neural Networks, Support Vectors Machines and tree ensemble methods are non-parametric,
because the features used are determined during model training. As a consequence of this
flexibility, non-parametric models are less transparent and have lower training speed than
parametric models.
Case-based Reasoning presents similarity between cases in the case-base system. Cost
estimates are constructed by identifying the most similar case to the input. Transparency
in a Case-base system is limited as the similarity function scoring case similarities is often
complex and hidden in the case-base system [Ji et al., 2011]. The case-base system is
easily updated with new information as the similarity between the extent cases and the
new cases is calculated and stored in the system.
Appendix D: Cost estimation techniques gives detailed elaborations of the different machine learning techniques. From these elaborations Table 2.1 is constructed which shows
properties of different cost estimation techniques, where darker colors indicate preferable
values. Mod. represents Moderate and Med. represents Medium.
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Multiple Linear
Regression

Ridge
Regression

Neural
Networks

Support Vector
Machine

Boosting

Bagging

Case-based
Reasoning

Parametric
Transparency
Training
speed
Prediction
speed
Process new
data
Required
sample size

Ensemble methods

Simple Linear
Regression

Regression Analysis

Yes
High
Fast

Yes
High
Fast

Yes
Med.
Fast

No
Low
Slow

No
Low
Slow

No
Med.
Slow

No
Med.
Slow

No
Med.
Medium

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Easy

Easy

Easy

Easy

Easy

Badly

Badly

Easy

Small

Mod.

Mod.

High

Small

Mod.

Mod.

Small

Table 2.1: Comparison of cost estimation techniques

2.3.2

Cost estimation evaluation

Formulas of discussed cost estimation performance measures are displayed in Appendix
D: Cost estimation techniques.
Neural Networks, Regression Analysis and Support-Vector Machines produce metric cost
estimates or classify an object to a predefined class. Case-Based Reasoning either provides
the user with the most similar cases where upon a new estimate is produced by the user, or
the cost estimate is equal to the most similar case. Ji et al. propose that the effectiveness
of a similarity measurement is determined by the usefulness of a retrieved case in solving
a new problem [Ji et al., 2011]. Ji et al. introduce the Absolute Error Ratio (AER) to
evaluate effectiveness of a system (Equation E.1).
Classification cost estimation techniques classify objects to predefined classes. These could
be evaluated by accuracy, precision and recall (or sensitivity). These performance measures are composed of True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives and False Negatives
(Equation E.2 till Equation E.4).
Cost estimation techniques with metric output are evaluated through the comparison between predicted values and the actual values. The difference, called residuals, is used
to calculate the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Mean Absolute Error Rate
(MAER), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Percentage Error (MPE), R2̂, and Mean Magnitude of Relative Error (MMRE). These formulas
are presented in Equation E.5 till Equation E.11. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE,
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Equation E.12) is added to these performance measures because of its usability and interpretability.
MSE and MAE have the benefit of simplicity and interpretability, where MSE emphasizes
on penalizing higher errors more. MSE and MAE are only comparable when the scale
of their data sets is the same. MAPE, MAER, MPE and MMRE overcome this issue
by providing a relative performance measure. However, this imposes a problem when
the residual value is equal to zero, which results in an infinity or undefined value [Hyndman and Koehler, 2005]. An overview of which cost estimation techniques and which
performance measure are discussed in which literature is presented in Table 2.2.

X

X
X
X

X

X

MMRE

X

X

X
X
X

R2

MPE

RMSE

MSE

MAPE

Confusion Matrix

X
X

Cost estimation evaluators

AER(%)

X
X

Support Vector Machine

Neural Networks

[Chou and Tsai, 2012]
[Ciurana et al., 2008]
[Datta and Roy, 2010]
[de Cos et al., 2008]
[Garcı́a-Crespo et al., 2011]
[Gunduz and Sahin, 2015]
[Haifeng et al., 2014]
[Hasangholipour and Khodayar,
2010]
[Ji et al., 2011]
[Jiang et al., 2007]
[Kim et al., 2004]
[Kim et al., 2018]
[Sajadfar and Ma, 2015]
[Smith and Mason, 1997]
[Veeramani and Joshi, 1997]
[Yeh and Deng, 2012]

Regression Analysis

Cased-Based Resoning

Cost estimation
techniques

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 2.2: Overview of cost estimation model and performance measure evaluations of literature review
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2.3.3

Literature Review

Evaluation of several cost estimation techniques

Most literature discusses two or more cost estimation techniques and compare these using
a real dataset from different industries. Industries represented are construction [Kim et al.,
2004, Ji et al., 2011], textile printing [Hasangholipour and Khodayar, 2010], Hydraulic
Electrical Power Plant (HEPP) [Gunduz and Sahin, 2015], manufacturing [Veeramani
and Joshi, 1997] and aerospace [de Cos et al., 2008, Haifeng et al., 2014] among others.
Kim et al. [Kim et al., 2004] use a dataset of 530 projects of residential buildings, build
between 1997 and 2000 in Seoul, Korea to compare the cost estimation of a Neural Network
(NN), Case-based reasoning approach and Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA). The
models are built upon 490 cases, where the residual 40 cases are used for testing. For
Neural Networks the 490 cases are divided into 50 cross-validation data and 440 training
data. The cost estimation techniques where evaluated using the MAER criteria. The best
NN model is selected from 75 models created for the final evaluation. When statistically
checking whether the difference of the MAER was random or because the model was
better, only the best NN was better than the MRA and CBR. When checking other NN
(the 74 not optimal ones) the difference of MAER was not significant.
Gunduz & Sahin [Gunduz and Sahin, 2015] tested Regression Analysis against Neural
Networks for Hydraulic Electronical Power Plant projects. The evaluation criteria used
was MAPE and the results favored Neural Networks. There are 40 cases used for building the models and 5 for testing the results. Ciurana et al. [Ciurana et al., 2008] also
tested MRA against Neural Networks. They used NN and MRA models built on machine
characteristics to estimate market cost of vertical high-speed machining centers. They
concluded NN gave better results for the R2̂ value, but MRA gave better results when
evaluated using the MAER criteria. Ciurana et al. noted that the results of the NN
gave higher accuracy and the NN estimation model was simple and consistent. However,
because of the trial and error process used in establishing the NN cost estimation model,
it was time consuming building it.
Sajadfar & Ma [Sajadfar and Ma, 2015] selected 500 welding parts, ranging from simplistic
to complex in order to mimic a real world situation. In their paper they compared LR,
MR, ANN, k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Meteorological parameter section (MP5)
using accuracy and MMRE criteria. Results show that in 75% of the cases have the
lowest MMRE by ANN and the other 25% for MR. Accuracy is highest for ANN and
MP5. Yeh & Deng [Yeh and Deng, 2012] compared in their study MRA, NNs and LSSVM in two cases estimating cost for a steel pipe bending process and for carbon steel
pipe material. MRA did not perform well in these cases because the training data was
insufficient to produce an accurate estimator. The first case was best predicted by the
LS-SVM, where in the second case the NN had a better MAPE score and LS-SVM had a
better MSE score. However in the second case the performance scores where close.
In the aerospace industry Cos et al. [de Cos et al., 2008] used ANN and two non-parametric
estimation techniques to estimate manufacturing cost of turbine components using the
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MPE and MAPE criteria. Using identical predictor the cost estimation models performed
well, with a slightly better performance for the Neural Network. The NN estimated 71
percent of its predictions within 1 pound of the actual cost observation, where the nonparametric model estimated 64 percent within 1 pound of the actual cost observation.
So far only experiments using real data are presented. Smit & Mason [Smith and Mason,
1997] created a simulation set using a predefined cost estimating relationship. In their
paper the result set is manually adjusted to represent different sample sizes, noise and
bias. Upon all these data sets Neural Networks are compared to MRA. They conclude that
when the commitment phase of regression is successful, the neural network is a poor choice.
When this commitment phase is unsuccessful because the cost estimation relationship is
unknown or hard to determine, Neural Networks are of comparable precision as MRA.
Neural Networks are less dependent on the sample data used and more robust, showing
lower variance.
2.3.4

Literature gap

The above discussed literature is only part of the literature on cost estimation. Cost estimation techniques are broadly and extensively examined and researched. Carcia-Crespo
et al. [Garcı́a-Crespo et al., 2011] give an overview of 27 papers discussing conventional
cost estimation systems for the manufacturing of machined parts industry. De Cos et
al. [de Cos et al., 2008] and Heifeng et al. [Haifeng et al., 2014] have discussed cost
estimation for component manufacturing and for aircraft development projects respectively. However literature on the application of cost estimation techniques for repair and
maintenance in the aerospace industry is nonexistent.
Methodologies for cost estimation of RFQs are extensively discussed by Veeramani &
Joshi [Veeramani and Joshi, 1997]. Their methodologies for rapid cost estimation of
RFQs are constructed for the manufacturing industry. The RFQ process for manufacturing companies contains similarities with the RFQ process of MRO companies in aerospace;
however it does not address all aspects. In aerospace maintenance the customer provides
the product to be serviced. The customer makes an assessment indicating the expected
condition and what the work required is to solve the component’s problem. This assessment could contradict evaluation of the component by the MRO provider. The aerospace
industry differs from the manufacturing industry that in the aerospace industry the MRO
provider is dependent on the component the customer provides, where manufacturing is
solely dependent on the request of a component. This dependence incurs more uncertainty
for the MRO provider, resulting in more complex cost estimation.
This research develops a cost estimation model for cost estimation of component maintenance for quick and accurate RFQ response at a MRO provider in the aerospace industry.
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge this particular application is not addressed
before.
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Literature review conclusion

Results on comparing cost estimation techniques on real world data sets are ambiguous.
Not one cost estimation technique is superior, but rather specific properties contained
in the real world data set indicate the appropriateness of a cost estimation technique.
The advantages and limitations of cost estimation techniques define the trade-off between
specific characteristics of the technique. Case-Based Reasoning could be preferred over
Neural Networks, because of the transparency presented by Case-Based Reasoning against
the black-box approach used by Neural Networks [Ji et al., 2011]. This same argument
is used to advocate for Regression Analysis (RA) [Kim et al., 2004]. However this is
countered by the advantage that Neural Networks eliminate the need to find a cost estimation relationship that mathematically describes the cost of a system as a function
of the variables that have the most effect on the cost of that system [Kim et al., 2004].
Kim et al. also address the problem of updating the cost estimation model with newly
available data. Neural Networks struggle in updating their model, because retraining and
retesting is required which is time consuming. RA requires the updating of parameter
values by recalculating weights, but less time is required than for ANNs. Updating with
new data is one main advantage of CBR, because a case is added to the case-base, the
similarity score is calculated and the system is updated. Within regression analysis there
are multiple techniques which all have their own expertise to overcome a limitation of
another technique. Where linear regression struggles to overcome collinearity, Ridge regression is designed to solve this issue. Ensemble methods make use of any method and
optimize it using iterations on the training data. However ensemble methods have their
own limitations such as struggling with noise and overfitting. Discussed cost estimation
techniques are compared using a set of criteria, shown in Table 2.1.
This literature research shows the advantages and limitations of different cost estimation techniques. Addressing this to the cost estimation of component maintenance in
responding to RFQ in the aerospace industry, Regression Analysis seems substantiated.
If the drawbacks (non-linearity, sample size, data set imperfections) of RA are overcome,
the results in terms of accuracy, variability, model creation and model examination are
superior for RA compared to NN [Smith and Mason, 1997]. For the reason that model
examination is preferred over black box representation and expert knowledge about the
cost estimation relationship is available, Regression Analysis is recommended over machine learning techniques such as Neural Networks. Ensemble methods provide a means
to increase model performance of regression. Ensemble methods are recommended when
Regression Analysis performance is not sufficient.
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This project is a knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD) process, because the objectives require forecasting techniques upon data retrieved at Fokker. CRISP-DM stands
for Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining and is a method used in industry
for such projects. In this research CRISP-DM is used as guidance for a structured KDD
project.

3.1

The CRISP-DM model

CRISP-DM defines tasks and outputs in order to give a structured KDD process. The
tasks defined by CRISP-DM and their relationships are presented in Figure 3.1 (left).
The tasks are executed in a cyclic behavior, because moving back and forth between
different phases is always required [Chapman et al., 2000]. The outer circle around the
tasks represents the nature of data mining projects; where information gained during the
process often trigger new business questions.

Figure 3.1: The CRISP-DM model [Jensen, 2012] with left a mapping of techniques and evaluation measures used and right a mapping of research questions answered

The tasks and its outcomes are presented in Figure 3.2. Generic tasks are presented in
bold and the outputs in italic.
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Figure 3.2: Generic task (bold) and outputs (italic) of the CRISP-DM reference model

During problem formulation the appropriate technique to answer the research question is
established as a Regression Analysis. Regression Analysis aims at predicting a numerical
value of the target attribute for unseen objects [Chapman et al., 2000]. This research
implements and evaluates Regression Analysis and ensemble methods Random Forrestand Gradient Boosting Regression (see Figure 3.1), because the transparency of Regression
Analysis is preferred over more black box methods such as Neural Networks. Furthermore,
ensemble methods are known for their good performance in combination with relatively
simple development [De’ath and Fabricius, 2000]. Figure 3.1 (right) represents a mapping
of answers to research questions. RSQ1 is answered in chapter 4, RSQ2, RSQ3 and RSQ4
in chapter 5, and finally RSQ5, RSQ6 and RSQ7 are answered in chapter 7, where both
modelling and evaluation are discussed.
The techniques used for data understanding, data preparation, modelling, evaluation and
deployment are all written in the programming language Python. Python is the standard
programming language used at the Advanced Analytics Department, who is the initiator
of this research project and in the end will support the implementation.
3.1.1

CRISP-DM iterations

The CRISP-DM model is designed to use feedback and feedforward between steps for
optimal information processing. Besides this, the CRISP-DM model favors multiple iterTU/e
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ations of its cycle to use learned knowledge to enhance obtained solutions. The iteration
cycle is started with the selection of one specific part number, which is used to get familiar
with the data and discover the process required for predicting maintenance cost. The first
iteration only uses variables known at time of voca. The second iteration investigates unknown variables in order to determine their importance. The subsequent iteration shows
the possibility of determining unknown variables to enhance the initial model created
in the first iteration. The fourth and last iteration uses the insights obtained from the
specific part number and implements this to a selection of the 500 most frequent master part numbers, where master part numbers are composed of components with similar
characteristics.
3.1.2

Modelling techniques

As mentioned above, the modelling techniques compared are Multiple Regression Analysis, Random Forrest Regression and Gradient Boosting Regression. For model building
the Python library used is Scikit-Learn, because this is a popular, well-known and well
documented library. The following paragraphs describe the modelling techniques in more
detail.
Multiple Regression Analysis fits a linear model with coefficients ’w’ to minimize
the residual sum of squares between the actual cost of maintenance and the predicted cost
of maintenance. ’LinearRegression’ requires an input array X accompanied with target
values in array Y to fit a linear approximation. All input values must be numerical.
Coefficients of best the linear approximation are stored in the output variable coef . New
predictions are made using predict(X).
Random Forest Regression is implemented using RandomForestRegressor. Random
forests contain many randomly created decision trees. Averaging outcomes of all random
trees in a random forest, results in a prediction value. Initially 10 random decisions
trees are build (n estimators=10) in the random forest. This is later reconsidered during
hyperparameter tuning in section 7.4.
Gradient Boosting Regression is implemented using GradientBoostingRegressor.
Gradient boosting iteratively creates a decision tree best performing on the errors of
the previous created set of trees. Initially 100 decision trees are build (n estimators=100)
in the Gradient Boosting Regression model. This is later reconsidered during hyperparameter tuning in section 7.4.
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Model performance measures

In order to compare and select the best performing model, predefined performance measures are used. The objective of the model is to predict the cost of maintenance as precise
as possible measuring the difference between the actual and the predicted maintenance
cost. Evaluation of cost estimation techniques is performed using MAE and R-squared.
MAE is used for evaluating different models on the same dataset and R-squared for the
importance of different features in a model. The MAE gives the average absolute error
between predicted and actual maintenance cost. Therefore a lower value for MAE indicates a better model. R-squared is represented as a number between 0.0 and 1.0, where
0.0 indicates using the mean of the target variable as prediction and 1.0 indicates all the
target value’s variance is explained by the model. Relative measures, such as MAPE and
MAER are excluded, because their fitness is in comparing models with different target
value ranges. This research focusses on comparing models on datasets with the same
target value range, whereby relative evaluation measures are needless.
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Business understanding is gathered at the Advanced Analytics department and extracted
from product managers (PMers) at Fokker. During meetings with these employees, information is extracted about which part cost predictions have in the process of responding
to customer price request. Also the Pentagon system is discussed and the information it
contains. This includes the possible values data can accept as valid values from a business
perspective. Furthermore, one part number is selected for the first CRISP-DM iteration
based on frequency and cost criteria. This single part number is accompanied with a
list of master part numbers used for scaling the solution in iteration four. This chapter
answers RSQ1 by giving the purpose of predicting component maintenance cost.
Fokker Services provides four services wherefore it receives Request for Proposals (RFPs),
namely; ABBACUS, maintenance contracts, single component maintenance and marketing single components. Price composition is heavily dependent on the cost of maintenance, but also on factors such as market availability, previous contracts and strategic
goals. However, maintenance cost is the main driver for price composition as this cost
sets an initial lower bargaining bound. More background on the four provided services
and a comprehensive process description of responding to a RFP is given in Appendix F:
Comprehensive business understanding.

4.1

Pentagon

Information about maintenance of components is stored in Pentagon, the database system
used by Fokker. A maintenance contract of a single component is captured in a work order
or a purchase order. A work order represents the maintenance of a component at one of
the Fokker locations: Schiphol, LaGrange or Singapore. Outsourced maintenance to other
MRO providers is captured in purchase orders. Pentagon contains many details for work
orders and purchase orders. Work orders contain the parts used during maintenance
and the hours worked on a component, which are stored in the work order by technicians.
Pentagon is adapted in 2005 as management system for order information at Fokker, which
introduced new features for work orders resulting in missing values for some variables
before 2005. Pentagon contains too much information to describe or examine in this
research, therefore a selection is made available by the Advanced Analytics department.
This data is described and discussed in section 5.

4.2

Service Cycle and Valid Service Cycle

Work orders in Pentagon contain information about the received (input) and finished
(output) condition of a component and the work performed on a component. These
features interact according Figure 4.1, where each feature has limited possibilities of valid
values.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of a Service Cycle

In this research a Service Cycle represents the process a component follows during maintenance, where input condition, work performed and output condition are known. A
Valid Service Cycle is a specification of a Service Cycle where the input condition, work
performed and output condition have valid values and furthermore have non-zero maintenance cost. Valid output values for a Valid Service Cycle are serviceable (SV), overhauled
(OH) or unserviceable (US). Work performed has eleven valid services; DIS, INS, MAN,
MOD, MOR, OMO, OVH, RAI, REP, RMO and SCR. These services are elaborately
discussed in Appendix F: Comprehensive business understanding. Work orders not representing a Valid Service Cycle are not included in analysis, which consist of 6.2% of total
work orders. Furthermore, work orders with different currency bases (USD, EUR, SGD)
are not used within one analysis, because the conversion rate between the currencies is
unknown. Also work orders which are not finalized (document status not equal to 10) are
deleted, because these work orders are subject to change.

4.3

Scrap rate

Service of a component resulting in an unserviceable output condition presents an isolated
class. These cases indicate a scrap (SCR) service, which is the result of larger cost of
maintenance than some agreed upon price (BER, beyond economical repair) stated in
the contract between Fokker and the customer. In this case the component is scrapped
(SCR) and measures that are agreed upon are taken. A possibility is that Fokker supplies
a substitute component incurring additional cost. Fokker does not communicate the
cost of SCR service to customers up front, because they do not demand this. However,
customers are interested in the so called scrap rate of a component. The scrap rate of a
component indicates the percentage of services that result in scrapping the component.
Logically, the scrap rate is defined by Equation 4.1. The scrap rate is determined on
component level.
ScrapRate =
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Part number scope

Section 3.1.1 states the initial part number selection for the first iteration and the selection
of multiple scaling part numbers for iteration four. Part numbers are selected according
their average cost and their frequency of work orders; because machine learning algorithms
generalize better for voluminous data and higher cost indicate more value to gain for
Fokker. Appendix H: Yearly part numbers provides a list of 30 part numbers with their
quantity, cost and revenue over 2018 created by a tool from the Advanced Analytics
department. In consultation with the Advanced Analytics department component -xxxxis selected as main part number focus.
-This is not displayed because of anomyzationIn iteration four the scope of part numbers is expanded to the entire dataset. The use of
master past number, an aggregation of similar part numbers, is used as subset criteria.
These subsets are used to build models on and compare performance between different
master part numbers. The 500 most frequently present master part numbers are selected
in order to limit computation times.

4.5

Benchmark

A benchmark for estimating the cost of maintenance is constructed using the average
maintenance cost per work scope, because maintenance cost is determined similarly at
Fokker. The Kruskal-Wallis test estimates the association between a continuous and a
discrete variable relying on estimating the variance of the continuous variable, which can
be explained through the categorical variable. The Kruskal-Wallis test on the target variable (total cost) and the work performed results in a p-value < 0.05, which indicates the
existence of significant differences between category means. Therefore, a benchmark using the average maintenance cost per work score should improve in quality measurements
relative to a general average. This is substantiated by the performance measurement
values presented in Table 4.1. This are the performance measurement values of a simple
regression analysis of work performed on maintenance cost.
Table 4.2 shows the average maintenance cost per work scope, their standard deviation,
median and frequency.
Performance measure
MAE
R-squared

Performance score
786.13
0.72

Table 4.1: Benchmark average maintenance cost per work scope
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Work scope
OMO
MOD
OVH
REP
SCR
INS
DIS
MOR
RAI
RMO
MAN

Business Understanding

Frequency
101
48
44
31
30
11
5
3
2
0
0

Average Cost
5503.64
5130.52
3642.84
2050.54
593.82
412.31
455.49
5343.95
467.50
nan
nan

Standard deviation
1044.17
1249.78
1836.89
1245.52
320.38
117.89
141.27
461.90
53.61
nan
nan

Median
5110.62
4993.42
3136.44
1845.26
541.14
427.65
425.25
5516.59
467.50
nan
nan

Table 4.2: Average cost, frequency, standard deviation and median per work scope

4.6

Business understanding conclusion

The business understanding introduced a Service Cycle and a Valid Service Cycle, for
which the input and output condition are correct, the work performed defined and the
total cost not equal to zero. The scrap rate is defined as the ratio between the number of
scrapped components and the number of valid work orders of a component. Component
-xxxx-, a high stage regulator, is the main focus in this research. A benchmark is defined
as the average maintenance cost per work scope, which is currently used at Fokker for
work scope maintenance cost determination. The benchmark’s usefulness is proved by a
significant Kruskal-Wallis test and moderately high R-squared score.
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Data understanding describes the data used, its structure, the quality and availability.
The datasets provided by the Advanced Analytics department contain information about
work orders, customers, vendors and component information. Through analysis of recently
added work orders, it is determined which features are present at the time of component
arrival and which features are determined during component maintenance. A variable’s
importance in explaining the target value is determined by comparing the R-squared
score of a single variable on the total cost of component maintenance using 5-fold crossvalidation. Data understanding discusses component features presence, availability and
importance, which answers RSQ2, RSQ3 and RSQ4.

5.1

Data description

The initial datasets consist of 225539 work orders presenting a Valid Service Cycle, 2677
distinctive customers, 8479 distinctive vendors and information about 901752 unique part
numbers. A work order, customer, vendor or unique part number presents one row in the
dataset. Part number -xxxx- contains 275 work orders from 14 customers representing
three sub part numbers. Table 5.2 in section 5.3.1 represents more general statistics of the
most important DataFrames. The structure of the data is presented in a UML diagram in
Appendix G: Yearly part numbers along with more elaboration on the separate datasets.
5.1.1

Availability of features

As forecast of cost of maintenance are required at the moment a component enters the
shop, available data about work order characteristics, parts and labor is limited. Master
part number, customer and vendor data is independent of work orders and therefore
available at any time. Through analyzing work orders that just arrived at the shop and
in consultation with the Advanced Analytics Department, the availability of work order
features is determined. This availability is presented in Appendix I: Data description
tables in a column named ’Known when’. Features available at the time of arrival at the
shop are indicated with ’Known at arrival’, which are the features available for training
the machine learning models (called known features from here on). In total 34 features
from a work order are known at the time of arrival of a component. These 34 features are
divided in thirteen categorical variables, six Boolean variables, eight numerical variables,
four date variables, three text variables with one numerical target variable.

5.2

Data exploration

From here the analysis and exploration is focused on the selected part number -xxxx- if
not stated otherwise.
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Feature importance

Feature importance exploration is split between known features and unknown features.
The results of the effect size measurements of individual features on total cost of maintenance are shown in Table 5.1. Features with R-squared scores below zero, indicating
arbitrarily bad prediction, are omitted.
Known features
Feature
R-squared score
Acctno
0.26
Customer pbh fixed
0.22
Customer contract
0.21
Inhouse wo po
0.18
Subc
0.18
Sub wo po
0.17
Defaults work requested 0.11
Partnumber
0.07

Unknown features
Feature
R-squared score
Pm cost
0.99
Inv doc total
0.85
Qfinished work performed 0.70
Labor cost
0.53
Qfinished cond
0.47
Conv doc category
0.20
Srcv rma line type
0.20
Ship confirmed
0.10
Qfinish partnumber
0.07

Table 5.1: Feature importance measured in coefficient of determination effect size

For component -xxxx- it is observed that from the known features the account number
(indicating the customer) is most important in determining the cost of maintenance. An
R-squared score of 0.26 indicates that 26% of the target variables variation is explained by
the value for account number. This emphasizes the importance of differentiation between
customers whilst predicting component maintenance cost. However, the effect sizes of
known variables are low compared to the highest scores of unknown features. Parts material cost and inventory document total have a high effect size, because parts material is
the cost of materials used during maintenance and inventory document total is the invoice
amount billed to the customer. Both these unknown features are hard to determine before
the maintenance process starts, because these values are fixed just before maintenance is
finished. Qfinish work performed is the service performed on a component during maintenance, which is determined early in the maintenance process. Therefore it is investigated
whether the work scope of a work order could be determined before maintenance starts.
The determined work scope could then be used as input for the maintenance cost prediction. This is investigated because the variable Qfinish work performed has high potential
explanation of the target variable (R-squared=0.7).
5.2.2

Qfinished work performed variable

Figure 5.1 shows work performed plotted against the target variable total cost for component -xxxx-. There are seven work orders with total cost above 8000 Euro, which fall
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outside the whiskers of their work scope’s boxplot. These extreme values are possible
outliers. However all these work orders contain the replacement of a housing assy as a
result of not normal wear and tear. The average cost of the housing assy’s used by Fokker
in the work orders with not normal wear and tear on the housing assy is 3916 US dollar.
Without the housing assy replacement cost, the work orders comply with the expected
price range of their work scope. Therefore these work orders are not considered outliers,
because they represent real behavior (approximate 5% in 2018).This emphasizes a value
for Fokker to use the housing assy as exclusion for this component; however this is not
in the scope of this research. Using these work orders for training of the machine learning models will result in structural higher predictions, because it is unknown whether a
component requires a housing assy replacement.
Figure 5.1 also shows that most work performed scopes follow approximately a uniform
distribution within their boxplot, expect the OVH work scope. The OVH work scope
is divided in two clusters with approximately cost between 1000 and 4000 Euro and
between 4500 and 6500 Euro. Manually examining the two clusters of the OVH work
scope in Pentagon using engineer text memos in Pentagon; it appears the most expensive
cluster of the two is better classified as OMO work scope than as OVH work scope. This
indicates the erroneousness of the values representing the work performed of a work order.
Still, the variable Qfinish work performed contains valuable information about the target
variable, however the corruptness of the work scope is considered.

Figure 5.1: Boxplot + swarmplot work performed on target variable total cost

5.3

Data quality

5.3.1

Missing data

Missing data is an important issue for machine learning techniques. Known features in
the work order data set contain on average 22% missing values. However, features with
prefix ’WHTC’ have an average missing value rate of 74%, because these features are not
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communicated by the component’s airliner or broker. Boolean features have no missing
values where six out of eleven categorical variables contain missing values, but only on
an average rate of 9%. Solving the problem of missing data is discussed in section 6.2.
Table 5.2 shows some general statistics of the most important DataFrames to illustrate
the impact of missing data.
Dataset
df WO
df WO Parts
df WO Labor
df Master Customer
df Master Vendor
df Master Part Number
df WO Valid Cycle
df WO -xxxx- USD

Rows
240418
1048575
561471
3206
9839
914716
225539
275

Columns
74
22
9
33
36
43
63
63

Missing data
23%
22%
25%
32%
37%
34%
17%
14%

n unique
12659 Part numbers
39694 Part numbers
12136 Activities
2677 Customers
8479 Vendors
901752 Part numbers
7626 Part numbers
3 Part numbers

Table 5.2: General statistics of most important DataFrames

5.3.2

Corrupted data

The erroneous of the feature work performed is introduced in section 5.2.2. This is
explained by the process where engineers determine the work performed scope when the
work order is completed to be presented on the certificate for the component. The work
scopes are not disjoint, where the OMO work scope is a combination of a modification
(MOD) work scope and overhaul (OVH) work scope. The distinction of work scopes is
determined on subjective judgement of engineers rather than objective predefined business
rules.
5.3.3

Unbalanced data

Figure 5.2 shows the imbalance in the work performed scopes of all Valid Service Cycles.
93% of Valid Cycle work orders are INS, REP, OVH or SCR, from which 94% is REP.
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Figure 5.2: Actual number of Valid Service Cycles work scopes performed (left) and Percentage
of Valid Service Cycle work scopes performed (right)

Unbalanced data introduces issues in classification, where a good accuracy is accomplished
by classifying all instances to the majority class. Figure 5.2 indicates the existence of such
majority classes of the work scope feature. This is discussed further in chapter 7.

5.4

Data understanding conclusion

In this chapter the data provided by the Advanced Analytics department is explored. 34
features are known at the arrival of a component at one of the Fokker locations at the
moment cost estimation is required. Of these 34 known features the account number,
representing a specific customer, explains the most variation in the target value (26%).
Thereby is account number the most important known feature in estimating maintenance
cost of component -xxxx-. The unknown features scoring highest on explaining variation
of the target variable being able to determine at the beginning of the maintenance process
is work performed. Exploring this features results in concluding the erroneous process of
determining this feature and the exceptional behavior of broken housing assys. Housing
assy replacements are an isolated but existent class and therefore not eliminated from the
data.
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Data Preparation

During data preparation the initial data sets are modified, cleaned, extended, integrated
and formatted in order to make a single dataset, suitable for model building. Features
used for model building are ’known’ features selected according Business Understanding.
Feature ’Customer reference 4’ contains text representing airplane types of the component.
This data is cleaned by removing unintended spaces and dashes, to modify unintended
errors to a minimal amount of airplane type categories. Cleaning data also includes
handling missing values. Data cleaning is followed by data construction, where new
features are introduced from existing features. Finally the data is formatted into a dataset
suitable for model building. Thereby categorical, text and date features are represented
as numerical variables.

6.1

Select data

Section 5.1.1 describes which features are known at the time cost estimation is required.
Only these features are selected for the dataset used for model building.
There are many details available about vendors and customers of a work order. However,
these details are incorporated in the account number of the vendor and customer. Details
are not selected to prevent collinearity between features.
Total cost is selected as the target variable for the regression analysis. Total cost is
constructed from labor-, parts material- and other cost.

6.2

Clean data

Categorical variables containing missing values invoke undesirable behavior when building machine learning models. Missing values are simply ignored, resulting in less data
used for model building. Because historical data about components is not voluminous
and missing values could also contain information, missing values are represented by a
separate category ’missing’ or ’empty’. Exceptions are for account numbers, where missing values indicate work orders requested from within Fokker. This is evaluated with
the column ’inhouse wo po’, which indicates whether a work order is requested from an
external customer or from within Fokker. Missing values in the account number column
are therefore replaced with ’inhouse’.
There are columns, such as the two customer reference columns, that are manually entered
and thereby contain spellings errors. Columns with spelling errors are cleaned through
analysis of the values present in the columns and mapping these to correct constructs.
For the customer reference columns spaces, dashes and slashes discriminated values that
belong to the same construct.
Component -xxxx- is obtained through filtering the work order file on part number, resultTU/e
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ing in propagation of the categories present in all work orders to the filtered DataFrame.
For example there are 799 unique account numbers in all work orders, but only 14 of these
customers have work orders of component -xxxx-. One-hot encoding categorical variables
(more on this in section 6.3) represent every category as a column. Not removing unused
categories before one-hot encoding results in many useless dummy columns. In python
unused categories are removed by: ’Series.cat.remove unused categories()’.

6.3

Construct data

Work orders contain several dates with possible valuable information. From the data a
transportation time, service time and promised service time are constructed. Transportation time is defined as the length in days between the dates the component is removed
from the aircraft and the component is received by Fokker (represented by the document
date). The service time is represented by the amount of days between the document date
and the due date. However, because the due date is changed as more information becomes
available; the promised service time is constructed. This duration is defined as the time
in days between the document date and the first promise date (FPD).
Section 7.5.1 stated the added value of determining the work scope of a work order. Therefore a classification model is created classifying work orders to a work scope (see section
7.2). The output of this classification is used as input for cost estimation. Unfortunately,
work order scopes are not represented correctly as mentioned in section 5.2.2 and also
contain missing values. Missing values are present especially before 2005, when Pentagon
was adopted by Fokker, because work performed was not a feature captured before then.
Missing values in work performed are constructed by the following logic:
• For work orders with an unserviceable output condition, the work order represents a scrap. Logically represented by: if QFINISH COND=”US” then QFINISH WORK PERFORMED=’SCR’.
• For work orders with parts material and other cost equal to zero, the work order represents an inspection. Logically represented by: if (PM COST & OTHER COST)
= 0 then QFINISH WORK PERFORMED=’INS’.
• For work orders with an overhauled output condition, the work order represents
an overhaul. Logically represented by: if QFINISH COND = ”OH” then QFINISH WORK PERFORMED = ’OVH’.
• For work orders with parts material or other cost greater than zero, the work order
represents a repair. Logically represented by: if (PM COST | OTHER COST) > 0
then QFINISH WORK PERFORMED=’REP’.
Besides the challenge of missing data, the corruption of work performed is another issue,
as stated in section 5.3.2. To compensate this, a new column is introduced with a manual
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classification of work scopes. The more expensive of the two clusters within the original
OVH work scope (Figure 5.1) is manually clustered as OMO work scope. Furthermore,
the seven work orders with cost exceeding 8000 US dollar are clustered as ’Housing Assy’
to indicate that these work orders have similar, but unique characteristics. The modified
work scopes are saved in a newly created column called ’Manual Work Performed’. This
is the target variable for the classification model.
Chapter 7 first describes the model building of the work scope classification model followed
by the model building of the cost estimation model.

6.4

Integrate data

For model building on the entire datasets an aggregation level of master part number
is required. The master part number a part number belongs to is retrieved from the
master part number DataFrame. Master part number is merged into the part number
DataFrame, by merging on part number which is represented in both DataFrames.

6.5

Format data

Machine learning algorithms in the Scikit-learn library require all values to be numerical
for model building. Boolean, Categorical and text variables are translated using label- or
one-hot-encoding. One-hot-encoding introduces a column for each category in a categorical variable and uses binary encoding to specify whether a work orders is characterized
by that category. For categorical variables with many categories, the DataFrame becomes
sparse and large. To prevent this, categorical variables with more than 25 categories are
label encoded, which gives every category a value on a continuous integer scale. Using
this method the data without text analytics is represented by 91 columns.
For text analytics, n-gram based text processing is used. N-grams construct word combinations of pre specified lengths. In this case n-grams with lengths one, two and three
are considered with a maximum of 10000 features. This results in a sparse matrix with
10000 rows, representing for every work order whether this n-gram is present in the text
fields of this work order. Merging this sparse text analytics matrix and the DataFrame
of one-hot and label encoded variables results in a DataFrame which is used for model
building.

6.6

Data preparation conclusion

Data Preparation results in a single DataFrame including all 34 known features, three
constructed features and 10000 n-gram features of text analytics. Because categorical
variables with less than 25 categories are one-hot encoded, the 34 known features convert
to 88 one-hot encoded columns. This results in a DataFrame with 10091 columns for
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component -xxxx-. The target variable for regression of maintenance cost is the total cost,
where the target variable for classifying work performed is the manual work performed.
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Model building is split into model building of a classification model classifying work
scopes and a regression model estimating maintenance cost. The output of the classification model is used as input for the maintenance cost estimation model. Before actual
modelling, a test design using k-fold cross-validation is specified for evaluating models.
For classification of work scopes several modeling techniques are considered: Logistic Regression, Random Forest Classification and Gradient Boosting Classification. All created
models initially use the standard Scikit-learn library model parameters, before these are
optimized by hyperparameter optimization. Classification models are evaluated by accuracy and regression models are evaluated by R-squared score and MAE. Regression models
on maintenance cost are trained on datasets containing classified work performed and a
dataset not containing classified work performed in order to obtain the importance of the
classified work performed feature. The datasets containing classified work performed are
separated in a dataset where work performed is classified using text analytics and without
using text analytics. Figure 7.1 gives an overview of the DataFrames (parallelograms),
performance measures (ovals at top) and modeling techniques (ovals at bottom) used
during Model Building.

Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of DataFrame’s, modelling techniques and performance
measurements used

Model building discusses the regression model predicting component maintenance cost,
its optimal parameter settings and evaluates it by comparison between voca and naca.
Thereby chapter 7 answers the research questions RSQ5, RSQ6 and RSQ7.

7.1

Test design

In order to prevent over-fitting, where a trained model is solely capable of predicting
data that is used to build the model, instead of making accurate predictions on unseen
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data, a holdout approach is used to train and test created models on different datasets.
Because data about components is limited, k-fold cross-validation is used, where the data
is split into k separate groups, where each group is used once as test set. For evaluation
of the created models 5-fold cross-validation is used. As k gets larger, the difference in
size between the training set and the re-sampling subsets get smaller. As this difference
decreases, the bias of the technique becomes smaller [Kuhn and Johnson, 2013]. Crossvalidation has mean squared deviation as output measure. For cross-validation the Scikitlearn library cross val score is used.

7.2

Classification of work scopes

Work performed for component -xxxx- is classified using logistic regression, random forest classification and gradient boosting classification with default parameter settings. A
distinction is made between classification with and without using the memo column text
analytics. The results are presented in Table 7.1, where ’Min’ represents the accuracy
values for the lowest scoring 5-fold cross-validation iteration, ’Max’ represents the accuracy values for the highest scoring iteration and ’Mean’ represents the mean of the 5-fold
cross-validation scores. Accuracy is the score of correctly classified cases divided by the
total amount of classified cases, resulting in a value between zero and one.

Min
Max
Mean

Input DataFrame
No text
Text
No text
Text
No text
Text

Clf
0.45
0.47
0.59
0.64
0.54
0.57

Rfc
0.51
0.52
0.64
0.60
0.59
0.55

Gbc
0.54
0.55
0.59
0.65
0.56
0.60

Table 7.1: Accuracy score for different classifiers for work performed (5-fold cross-validation)

From Table 7.1 it is concluded that text analytics of the memo columns of work orders
increase accuracy scores for Logistic Regression and Gradient Boosting, where Random
Forest shows declined scores with text analytics included. Furthermore, the average
accuracy score amounts between 0.54 and 0.60, indicating an accurate prediction of work
performed between 54% and 60% of the work orders. Component -xxxx-’s work performed
consist of 115 MOD work scopes of total 275 work orders, meaning that a classification
with an accuracy of 0.42 could be reached by classifying all work scopes as majority
class MOD. However, with an accuracy score of 0.54-0.60, the imbalance of the data does
not restrict the classification. In the following sections it is shown whether classification
accuracy scores between 0.54 and 0.60 are valuable in regression on maintenance cost.
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Cost estimation model parameters

For initial model creation of the cost estimation models, the standard parameter settings
are used as dictated by Scikit-learn. The standard parameter settings for the ensemble
methods are presented in and Figure 7.2. Figure 7.3 shows the parameter settings model
created by Multiple Linear Regression.

Figure 7.2: Parameter settings for Random Forest regression (left) and Gradient Boosting
regression (right)

Figure 7.3: Standard parameter settings for Linear Regression

A detailed explanation of all parameters is given in Appendix J: Model parameters explanation. R-squared scores for model creation for Linear Regression (regr), Random Forest
Regression (rfr) and Gradient Boosting Regression (gbr) with the standard parameter
settings are depicted in Table 7.2. ’Basic’ indicates a model build solely on the known
input variables. For ’+Classification’ the basic model includes classified work performed
on the known variables and ’+Classification + text’ includes classified work performed
on the known variables and text analytics. The 95% confidence interval is shown between
brackets. R-squared scores below zero indicate a model that is worse than using the mean
total cost as estimation. The benchmark with the average total cost per work scope outperforms an R-squared score of zero, because the significant Kruskall-Wallis test in section
4.5. Initially the overall mean total cost is used as benchmark, which is substituted by
the benchmark of section 4.5 when created models outperform the overall mean total cost
benchmark.
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Min (R-squared)

Max (R-squared)

Mean (R-squared)

MAE

Model Building

Input DataFrame
Basic
+Classification
+Classification+text
Basic
+Classification
+Classification + text
Basic
+Classification
+Classification+text
Basic
+Classification
+Classification+text

Regr
<0
<0
<0
0.38
0.40
0.44
<0
<0
<0
4310 (±9460)
>10000
2438 (±1658)

Rfr
0.28
0.25
0.27
0.38
0.40
0.51
0.32 (±0.08)
0.31 (±0.10)
0.35 (±0.18)
1288 (±232)
1310 (±224)
1277 (±228)

Gbr
0.19
0.21
0.17
0.52
0.49
0.49
0.33 (±0.22)
0.30 (±0.22)
0.31 (±0.24)
1289 (±288)
1324 (±248)
1287 (±224)

Table 7.2: R-squared scores for different regressors estimating maintenance cost (5-fold crossvalidation)

From Table 7.2 it is observed that Linear Regression (regr) suffers from the partitioning
of the data, indicated by the large difference between the min, max en mean R-squared
scores. Classification work scopes, either with or without text analytics, do not increase
or decrease model performance considerably for any modeling technique. Random Forest
and Gradient Boosting on average outperform Linear Regression, but still with an unsatisfactory average R-squared score of around 0.30. The following paragraph explores
whether performance is enhanced by altering model hyperparameters.

7.4

Hyperparameter optimization

Hyperparameters are the parameters whose values are used to control the learning process
of an estimator. Parameters of Random Forest and Gradient Boosting methods limit the
solution by a tradeoff between execution time and performance. For example, increasing
the number of trees in a learner increases performance and increases computation time.
However, this relation between number of trees and performance is given by a logarithmic
relation, where performance increases only to a certain maximum. Therefore the least
number of trees is sought that approaches this maximum performance. Max depth of the
three, minimum number of samples to split a node and minimal samples in a leaf of a
tree are other hyperparameters considered. These hyperparameters limit an estimator’s
behavior with increasing values, opposed to number of trees. Figure 7.4 shows the 5-fold
cross-validation scores for hyperparameter optimization for random forest and gradient
boosting of four hyperparameters.
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Figure 7.4: Hyperparameter optimization for four hyperparameters

From Figure 7.4, values for hyperparameters are extracted not at the highest peak performance, but a value that does not limit the behavior of the estimator, but limits the
exploration of unnecessary state space. This is the case where the number of trees is 100,
max depth is 5, minimum samples to split a node and minimum samples required in a
node are kept at their standard of 2 and 1 respectively. These extracted hyperparameter
values are used in section 7.5 to rebuild the models build in section 7.3 to assess model
improvement.

7.5

Model assessment

The R-squared and MAE performance measure results of the models with the optimized
hyperparameters from section 7.5 are depicted in Table 7.3. The 95% confidence interval
is shown between brackets. We observe a definite superior performance by Random Forest and Gradient Boosting over linear regression. Random Forest outperforms Gradient
Boosting, but not with absolute measures, because of the relatively large standard deviations. Comparing the results of hyperparameter tuning, the R-squared scores of only the
Random Forest Regression are considerably improved (±0.30 to ±0.40), the rest of the
values are similar.
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Min (R-squared)

Max (R-squared)

Mean (R-squared)

MAE
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Input DataFrame
Basic
+Classification
+Classification+text
Basic
+Classification
+Classification+text
Basic
+Classification
+Classification+text
Basic
+Classification
+Classification + text

Regr
<0
<0
<0
0.38
0.40
0.44
<0
<0
<0
4310 (±9160)
>10000
2438 (±1658)

Rfr
0.31
0.32
0.30
0.45
0.46
0.49
0.39 (±0.12)
0.39 (±0.12)
0.38 (±0.14)
1251 (±170)
1251 (±144)
1237 (±202)

Gbr
0.19
0.21
0.17
0.52
0.49
0.49
0.33 (±0.22)
0.30 (±0.22)
0.31 (±0.24)
1289 (±288)
1324 (±248)
1286 (±224)

Table 7.3: R-squared scores for different regressors predicting maintenance cost (5-fold crossvalidation)

Random Forest and Gradient Boosting regression have MAE scores around 1270 Euro
for a component with a maintenance cost range of 0 - 7400 Euro (excluding housing assy
problems). This means that on average the error made by the prediction model is almost
18% of the maximum maintenance cost.
Figure 7.5 visualizes the division of errors among the manual classified work scopes and
among the actual price of the work order. This figure represents results from a Random
Forest predicting a test set of 40% of the data. From this figure it is observed that the
work orders with low total cost (<1500 Euro) the errors are large, scattered and mainly
SCR work scopes. For work orders with total cost larger than 4000, it is observed that
the estimator has a tendency to structurally estimate maintenance cost too low.
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Figure 7.5: Ordered total cost against predictions component -xxxx-

7.5.1

Feature importance

Importance of features is measured for Random Forest and Gradient Boosting as the total
decrease in node impurity, weighted by the probability of reaching that node, which is
approximated by the proportion of samples reaching that node, averaged over all trees
of the ensemble. The features importance of the basic + classification Random Forest
and Gradient Boosting regressor are shown in Figure 7.6. For both regressors all features
importance values are shown in Appendix K: Feature importance and beta coefficient.

Figure 7.6: Feature importance ’basic+classification’ model Random Forest (left) and Gradient Boosting (right)
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Figure 7.6 shows the importance of account number in the Random Forest regression.
Categorical variables are split in their dummy categories, therefore the importance of
account number is even larger, but it is not possible to measure the importance of the
whole categorical variable. Furthermore it is observed that the constructed features have
high feature importance, indicating that lead times of a work order are important in
predicting maintenance cost of a work order. Unfortunately 40% of the constructed
variables is represented by a missing value (-1).
7.5.2

Beta coefficient

Linear regression does not assign feature importance, but assigns weights to features to
indicate their effect on the predicted value. These weights are called beta coefficients.
The beta coefficients are depicted in Appendix K: Feature importance and beta coefficient. The most influential feature for Linear Regression as described in chapter 7.5.1 is
account number, which has beta coefficients as shown in Table 7.4. The meaning of a beta
coefficient is holding all features present in the model constant, the impact of an account
number on predicted maintenance cost is given by its beta coefficient. From Table 7.4 it
is observed that the influence of different customers on the maintenance cost is large, for
example when comparing AE028 (e-3657) with JE007 (e+3078) indicating that JE007
has more expensive work orders than AE028.
Account number
AE028
AG004
AB040
BA007
BO007
BT002
EA028
JE007
OR003
RY001
UT001
UT002
WA010
inhouse

Beta coefficient
-3656.77
2270.90
-758.68
192.33
1257.03
208.86
232.56
3078.11
-915.81
404.24
302.58
-917.18
-1580.97
-117.20

Table 7.4: Beta coefficients for different account numbers
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Scaling top 500 master part numbers

Model creation on the top 500 most frequent master part numbers is performed on the
server of Fokker, because of required computation power. The same models are created
per master part number as for component -xxxx-: a basic regression model, a regression
model with work performed classified as input and a regression model with work performed
classified also with text analytics as input. Parameters are set to standard, except the
number of trees which is initialized at 1000 trees. Results provide the R-squared score
of every model, the cost ratio (ratio between highest and lowest maintenance cost), the
five lowest and highest predictions, the most and least frequent work performed, the
distribution of work performed and a plot of the residuals for every model. Two examples
of residual plots of a good performing (left: R-squared=0.89) model and a bad performing
model (right: R-squared=0.40) are presented in Figure 7.7. For one set of six plots the
first row of three plots describes the Regression Analysis and the second row shows plots
of the Random Forest regression. From left to right the input datasets differ. The left
plots are constructed only with the ’basic’ DataFrame as input, the middle plots are
constructed on the ’basic + classification’ DataFrame and the right plots are constructed
on the ’basic+classification+text’ DataFrame.

Figure 7.7: Residual plots of different models for a good (left) and bad (right) performing
master part number

The left plots of Figure 7.7 shows normal like distributions around zero, where the right
plot shows more random behavior. The residuals of the left plot lay roughly between
e-100 and e+100, with many observations between e-40 and e+50. For a part number
with maintenance cost between e30 and e350 the residuals are relatively high even with
high R-squared scores. The right plots have residuals from e-2000 till e2000 on a part
number with maintenance cost between e100 and e4500. These results indicate that bad
and even good performing models have relatively high residuals, making maintenance cost
predictions uncertain. This is backed up by other residual plots from other master part
numbers not presented here. The next section shows the relation between the accuracy
of classifying work scope and the R-squared score of the prediction model.
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Importance of classifying work scope

It is expected that higher accuracy of the work scope classification model results in higher
R-squared scores for the maintenance cost prediction model. Figure 7.8 represents the Rsquared scores of the prediction models (x-axis) against the accuracy of the classification
models (y-axis) of 500 master past numbers. The prefix RF indicates that the models are
build using a Random Forest, where LR indicates a model build using Linear Regression.
The input DataFrames for both classification and regression is the ’basic’ DataFrame.

Figure 7.8: R-squared against accuracy of work performed classification

From Figure 7.8 it is observed that that R-squared scores are evenly divided above and
below zero, which indicates that half of the models provide better estimates than using
the mean, where the other half of the models provide worse estimates than using the
mean. Accuracy for classifying work performed does not correlate to the R-squared of a
maintenance cost prediction model, because the dots in the scatterplot are not well fitted
by a line. Figure 7.8 presented one of twenty-four possible combinations between prediction model, classification model and input DataFrame. Figure 7.9 shows all combinations,
where classification and regression models are either Radom Forest or Linear Regression
and the input DataFrame is either ’basic’, ’+classification’ or ’+classification+text’ as
defined in section 7.3.
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Figure 7.9: R-squared against accuracy of work performed classification for top 500 master
part numbers

All plots in Figure 7.9 show similar behavior to Figure 7.8. From these figures it is concluded that independent of the classification or regression technique used and independent
of the input DataFrame, there no correlation exist between the accuracy of classifying
work performed and the R-squared score of regressing maintenance cost. However, this
does not directly mean that classifying work performed does not improve maintenance
cost prediction, only that higher classification accuracy does not directly lead to higher
regression R-squared scores.

7.7

Model building conclusions

Model Building introduces a test design of 5-fold cross-validation to prevent overfitting
and obtain more reliable model performance scores. 5-fold cross-validation is used to score
the accuracy of classifying work scopes as this variable has high potential in estimating
maintenance cost of a component. For component -xxxx- the accuracy of classifying
work scopes averaged at 0.54, 0.59 and 0.56 for Logistic Regression, Random Forest and
Gradient Boosting respectively on known data without text analytics. Text analytics
changed the accuracy scores to 0.57, 0.55 and 0.60 respectively, what means that text
analytics do not improve model performance considerably.
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Hyperparameter tuning of Random Forest and Gradient Boosting resulted in threshold
values for these modeling techniques to not limit the model performance but prevent
unnecessary long executing times. The threshold for the minimal number of trees is
found to be 100, the max depth of a tree five, minimal number of samples to split a
node two and the minimal number of samples in a leaf one. Hyperparameter tuning only
improved Random Forest considerably from R-squared scores of approximately 0.30 to
0.40.
Random Forest showed the best average R-squared and MAE scores for predicting maintenance cost comparing Linear Regression, Random Forest and Gradient Boosting models
with optimized hyperparameters. A representation of one tree of the Random Forest is
represented in Appendix L: Decision tree from Random Forest. The optimal Linear Regression formula is composed of the intercept plus the feature times its beta coefficient
as presented in Appendix K: Feature importance and beta coefficient. Representing the
entire regression formula would be too abundant. By substituting the intercept, variable
name and corresponding beta coefficient in the following formula the regression formula
is composed:

y = intercept+varN ame1 ∗betaCoef f icient1 +...+varN amen ∗betaCoef f icientn (7.1)
The results presented by Figure 7.9 indicate the limited usefulness of the Random Forest
and Linear Regression models for predicting maintenance cost. The R-squared scores of
half of the models lays below zero, meaning cost prediction with the mean would result
in better performance scores. Furthermore, there is no evidence that for master part
numbers, correctly classifying the work scope results in more accurate maintenance cost
prediction.
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Research Conclusion

This chapter evaluates and answers the research question from section 1.1. Section 8.1
discusses the limitations of this research, for which the successive sections provides future
research directions. The problem statement initiated by Fokker is whether it is possible
to predict cost of component maintenance before actual maintenance starts. Thereby
the question is what model Fokker should use for predicting expected cost of component
maintenance cost.
To discover the best cost prediction model, three machine learning techniques are proposed
to predict component maintenance cost. R-squared and MAE scores are used to evaluate
and compare these models. Neither Linear Regression nor Random Forest regression nor
Gradient Boosting regression predicts component maintenance cost accurate enough for
implementation at Fokker Services B.V. This results from predicting specified part number
-xxxx- as from evaluating predictions on the 500 most frequent master part numbers.
Even extending the maintenance cost prediction model with a classification model for
work scope, which is proven to be important in explaining target variables variance,
does not provide accurate predictions. Of the 500 most frequent master part numbers,
approximately half of the regression models scores below an R-squared score of 0.0.
Component characteristics are proven distinctively important in explaining target variable’s variance, providing a ranking in importance of characteristics. However this feature
ranking differs for different components or even between machine learning techniques
within the same component. Therefore it is not possible to provide a general feature
ranking applicable to all components.
Hyperparameters optimization for Random Forest regression and Gradient Boosting regression results in increased model performance. For both techniques a threshold for
minimum number of trees, maximum depth of one tree, minimal samples on split and
minimum samples in a leaf are provided and implemented in all model building. Unfortunately hyperparameter optimization only increases model performance to some degree,
where models for predicting component maintenance cost are still unsatisfactory.
These results draw to the conclusion that as long as models have R-squared scores below
zero, such models should not be used, because such models possibly give worse results than
using the mean of maintenance cost. Furthermore, the standard deviation of R-squared
and MAE scores of component -xxxx- are high, creating uncertainty about estimations
made. Therefore Fokker should not use the model created in this report directly for cost
estimation used in customer price quotation. Rather further research should be initiated
as suggested by the CRISP-DM model; business insight obtained from one cycle, could
be used as input for another cycle. The limitations and future research directions are
discussed in successive sections.
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Research limitations

The initial dataset contains 240418 work orders, which is reduces to 225539 works orders
after cleaning. This amount of data seems sufficient for machine learning techniques such
as Linear Regression, Random Forest and Gradient Boosting. However, a single component such as -xxxx- only contains 275 work orders. Initially the aggregation on master
part number was thought to address this issue, but the amount of work orders in the 500
most frequent master part numbers only contained between a thousand and five thousand
work orders. Furthermore, the differences between component characteristics within a
master part number aggregation are numerous. This variety in component characteristics combinations results in components with a unique set of features. Machine learning
techniques struggle to learn or generalize many components with unique characteristic
sets.
This research intentionally focused on practical significance instead of statistical significance. To investigate statistical significance more voluminous data must be gathered.
Statistical significance has the power over practical significance to be more generalizable.
The most important component feature to retrieve is the work scope of a work order.
However, this work scope is hard to classify using a classification model. Improvements
to component maintenance cost prediction could be realized by improving on the variable
Qfinish work performed. This is further discussed in Future research.

8.2
8.2.1

Future research
Correctness of work scoping

Analysis of component -xxxx- resulted in the discovery of the faultiness of provided work
scopes in the variable Qfinish work performed. It turned out that at least 15 work orders
where classified wrongfully as OVH instead of OMO. The importance of correctly determining work scoped is substantiated by the fact that different work scopes have different
price ranges, which is the main characteristic used by machine learning in cost estimation.
Furthermore, the variable Qfinish work performed is used as target variable for classifying
work scopes discussed next.
8.2.2

Classifying of work scoping

Because work scopes are not known at the moment a component enters one of Fokker’s
locations, work scopes have to be estimated. A possibility is to classify work orders to work
scopes on the characteristics the work order has. This research reached an accuracy of
classifying the work scope for component -xxxx- with a maximum of 60%. This accuracy
was not sufficient to contribute to the maintenance cost estimation positively. Higher
accuracy of classifying work scopes will result in better performing maintenance cost
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estimation models as perfect work scope determination represent 77% percent of the
variability of component -xxxx-’s target variable. A separate study could be initiated to
create a classification model achieving higher accuracy scores at the moment maintenance
cost predictions are requested.
8.2.3

Cost prediction based on activities

Work orders contain the activities performed by technicians. Different work scopes contain
different frequently performed activities. When the work scope of a work order is known
or determined, the activities performed could be determined with a reasonable certainty.
The cost of these activities result in predicted labor cost. Labor cost is the 5th most
important unknown feature in explaining the target variabl’s variance (section 7.5.1),
which substantiates the possible added value in predicting maintenance cost. However,
the feasibility of this method is fully dependent on the accuracy of predicting work scopes
beforehand.
8.2.4

Cost prediction based on parts material

Parts Material cost, according to section 7.5.1, explain 99% of the variability of the target
variable of component -xxxx-. Following the same reasoning as for section 8.2.3, predicting
the necessary parts material for a work order beforehand aids in predicting maintenance
cost. An example of this reasoning is the necessity of two spare parts for a modification of
component -xxxx- (-xxxx- and -xxxx-) with considerable cost of approximate 3770 Euro
both. The feasibility of this method is also fully dependent on the knowledge of the work
scope of a work order.
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List of abbreviations with explanations

Abbreviation
A
ANN
AR
BER
CRISP-DM
FN
FP
HEPP
KDD
LS-SVM
MAE
MAPE
MMRE
MPE
MRO
MRSE
MSE
NE
NS
OEM
OH
P
PM
PMer
R
RA
RFP
RFQ
R-squared score
SV
TN
TP
TSN

explanation
Accuracy
(Artificial) Neural Network
As Removed
Beyond economical repair
Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining
False Negative
False Positive
Hydraulic Electrical Power Plant
Knowledge Discovery and Data mining
(Least-squares) Support-Vector Machine
Mean Absolute Error
Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Mean Magnitude of Relative Error
Mean Percentage Error
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
Mean Root Squared Error
Mean Squared Error
New
Non serviceable
Original equipment manufacturer
Overhauled
Precision
Parts material
Product Manager
Recall rate (or sensitivity)
Regression Analysis
Request for Proposal
Request for Quotation
Coefficient of determination
Serviceable
True Negative
True Positive
Time since new

Table A.1: Abbreviation explanations
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Literature review methodology

This appendix contains the full methodology for the literature review in chapter 2.

Introduction
A literature review is conducted in order to investigate already existent literature in
this area and define a gap which is not explored in literature to further investigate.
Because this master thesis is focused on the practical side of creating a cost estimation
model, this literature review is brief. The literature review follows the procedures of
Kitchenham [Kitchenham, 2004] as much as possible in order to structure the process and
enable the reproduction of the review. The structured literature review of Smit [Smit,
2018] is used as example for the structure of the review.

Literature research questions
The research area described in section 2.2 sets the scope of the literature review to modeling techniques used for cost estimation. This literature review addresses the following
main literature research question:
LRQ1:

Which cost estimation techniques are suitable for cost estimation of
RFQs and which give the best results?

To answer this research question the following literature research sub-questions are addressed:

TU/e

LRSQ1:

Which techniques could be used for cost estimation and what are their
structures?

LRSQ2:

What are the advantages and limitations of the cost estimation techniques found in LRSQ1?

LRSQ3:

Which evaluation techniques are used to assess cost estimation techniques?

LRSQ4:

Which techniques are more accurate in estimating cost for use in a
RFQ?
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Sources
Web of Science
Content on Web of Science is multidisciplinary and is adhered to a strict evaluation
process. This ensures the quality and the extensiveness of the content. Web of Science
uses search terms in combination with AND/OR/NOT operators to specify the area of
research.
Scopus
Scopus claims to be the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature
containing scientific journals, books and conference proceedings [Sco, 2018]. Scopus complements Web of Science in the abundance of conference proceedings it contains. Scopus
also uses search terms in combination with AND/OR/NOT operators to specify the area
of research.
Google Scholar
Google Scholar is used during the exploration phase of this literature review and during
the article extraction phase. During exploration Google Scholar provides great relevance
ranking of search results. The results are used for search term defining to be used at Web
of Science and Scopus. Also some articles are not available as PDF at Web of Science or
Scopus, where these articles are PDF available at Google Scholar.

Search terms
During exploration of the research area, search terms are determined. These search terms
are combined in one final search term used to retrieve the initial search results. In the
aerospace industry among others the term ’request for quotation’ is used for the application by a customer for a price quotation. Usually the provider has to estimate this
price, because costs are uncertain. The process of responding to RFQs in an accurate and
quick fashion is described in literature as ’rapid cost estimation’. Combining the above
mentioned terms, the following search terms are used:
• rapid cost estimation
• cost estimation model
• RFQ estimation
• Request for quotation
TU/e
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Combining these search terms results in many papers which also discuss the topics of
software, innovation and/or design. These topics are not the scope of this literature
review. Therefore the following search terms are excluded:
• Software
• Innovation
• Design
Combining the above mentioned search terms results in the following final search term,
which is used as initial search term in this literature research:
(”Rapid cost estimation” OR ”cost estimation model” OR ”RFQ estimation” OR
”request for quotation”) NOT (software OR innovation OR design)

Selection criteria
The search from the databases Web of Science and Scopus resulted in 94 and 225 hits
respectively. Not all papers presented by these databases aid in answering the research
question. Therefore, as done by Smit [Smit, 2018], selection criteria are used to reduce
the initial retrieved list of papers. First, all papers retrieved are captured in a so called
long-list, which contains all papers from both databases without any duplicates. Then a
so called middle-list is constructed through scanning the title, abstract and conclusion.
Criteria for papers to be included in the middle-list are that articles are written in English, available in PDF and containing an estimation of cost in the direction of capital
goods. Kitchenham [Kitchenham, 2004] states the exclusion of articles on language is not
preferred, however coping with papers not written in English will be too time-consuming.
The articles on the middle-list are studied in more detail to construct a short-list. Papers on the short-list contain evaluations of preferably more than one cost estimation
technique. Furthermore the papers elaborate on the cost estimation technique used and
the setting in which it is used. Preferably the short list contains parametric or analogy
cost estimation techniques. These cost estimation techniques are preferred, because these
could have added value when implemented at Fokker. The short-list contains the relevant
articles used for the literature analysis.

Snowballing
The initial paper from Veeramini & Joshi [Veeramani and Joshi, 1997] is used for snowballing. Snowballing is use of citations to discover other related papers. Reversed snowballing retrieves papers which cite the original paper and thereby are more recent. The
TU/e
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other way around is possible through normal snowballing, were citations from the original
paper are considered. This result in papers published before the original paper and most
often result in more general literature.

Results
B.1 gives an overview of the amount of articles per list category. In Long-, middle- and
short-list a table is presented containing all articles of the long list. The last column of
this table states a category, represented by one, two or three asterisks (*). One asterisk
is a paper only on the long-list, two asterisks represent a paper on the middle-list and a
paper with three asterisks is part of the short-list.

Figure B.1: Numbers on the different list

Reversed snowballing resulted in two additional papers; [Garcı́a-Crespo et al., 2011] and
[Sajadfar and Ma, 2015]).
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Long-, middle- and short-list

This appendix contains the long-, middle- and shortlist for the literature review. This
list contains all literature considered, where category describes to which list the literature
belongs: * Paper belongs to long-list | ** Paper belongs to middle-list | *** Paper belongs
to short-list.
Id
202
79

Authors
Abbott Edward H.,
Abdullah A.A.L., Helmi S.A.,
Kadir A.Z.A., Hisjam M.,

Year
1985
2018

231

AbejĂln R., AbejĂln A.,
Belleville M.-P., Garea A.,
Irabien A., Sanchez-Marcano
J.,
Aderoba, A

2016

2012

130
29

Ahiaga-Dagbui D.D., Smith
S.D.,
Allcock A.,
Al-Tahat M.D., Abbas A.-R.

158

Anon,

2000

119

Baek H., Cho E., Byun J.,

2006

62

Bell Lansford C., Gibson
George E.,
Bjorngrim N., Laitila L., Forsman S., Bomark P.,
Boehm B., Clark B., Horowitz
E., Westland C., Madachy R.,
Selby R.,
Caffrey C.

1991

Calcante A.,
Mazzetto F.,

2013

15
156

151
209

32
58
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Fontanini L.,

1997

2008
2012

2012
1996

2008

Title
Specifying a machine vision system
Cost estimation model of structural
steel for super structure of wellhead
platform in oil and gas industry
Water recovery and reuse in the
fractionation of protein hydrolysate
by ultrafiltration and nanofiltration
membranes
A generalised cost-estimation model
for job shops
Neural networks for modelling the final target cost of water projects
Global marketplace
Activity-based
cost
estimation
model for foundry systems producing steel castings
New
features
for
PaperExchange.com
Estimating the cost of universal service obligation: A review of international practices and comparative
analysis
Computer data exchange using national and international standards
Model-based
production
for
engineered-to-order joinery products
The Cocomo 2.0 sofware cost estimation model: A status report

Cat.
*
**

AEJPT programme remains subject
to an uncertain future
Coefficients of repair and maintenance costs of self-propelled combine
harvesters in Italy

*

*

**
**
*
**

*
**

*
*
*

**
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185

Calcante A.,
Mazzetto F.,

Fontanini L.,

2013

186

2013

232
174
176

Calcante A., Fontanini L.,
Mazzetto F.,
Campbell C.,
Canaday H.,
Cantamessa M., Gualano M.,

22

Carrese, S; Strazzullo, P

2002

109

Cerquides J., López-Sànchez
M., Reyes-Moro A., RodrĂguez-Aguilar J.A.,
Chang J.-S., Chang R.-S.

2007

21

Chang, Jih-Sheng;
Ruay-Shiung

2009

182

Chapin-Strike S.,

1994

105

Cheng, Min-Yuan; Wu, YuWei; Chen, Sheng-Jin; Weng,
Ming-Chuan

2009

167

Chiocca D., Murino T., Naviglio G.,
Choi J.-H., Skibniewski M.,
Shim Y.-G.,

2010

172

Chou J.-S., Tsai C.-F.,

2012

204

Chu C., Pan F.,

2017

20

107
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Chang,

2005
2009
2005

2010

2018

Repair and maintenance costs of
4WD tractors and self propelled
combine harvesters in Italy
Repair and maintenance costs of
4WD tractors in northern Italy
Waterless - The business case
Pressures on MRO market
Production
planning
in
emarketplaces:
The production
planner agent
A probabilistic model for the maintenance cost estimation of a railway
fleet
Enabling assisted strategic negotiations in actual-world procurement
scenarios
A probabilistic cost estimation
model for RFID real-time applications in Data Grids
A Probabilistic Cost Model Considering Real-Time Throughput for
RFID Jobs in Data Grids
Reducing costs through electronic
data interchange
Economic
evaluation
model
for post-earthquake bridge repair/rehabilitation: Taiwan case
studies
Parametric estimation of spare parts
in customer support activity
Economics of alternative water resources with an emphasis on aquifer
storage and recovery
Preliminary cost estimates for thinfilm transistor liquid-crystal display
inspection and repair equipment: A
hybrid hierarchical approach
Study on highway transportation
greenhouse effect external cost estimation in China

**

**
*
*
*

**

*

**

**

*
**

**
*

***

*
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203

Chu C.C.,

2015

123

Chung N.C.-N., Huang W.-S.,
Tsai T.-M., Chou S.-C.T.,

2004

89

Cirilovic J., Vajdic N., Mladenovic G., Queiroz C.,

2014

120

Ciurana J., Quintana
Garcia-Romeu M.L.,

2008

197

Cleveland T., Mokhatab S.,

2013

188

Collins J., Gini M.,

2002

16

Collins J., Ketter W., Gini M.

2002

175

Dack K.,

2006

72

Daneva M., Wieringa R.,

2008

83

Datta P.P., Roy R.,

2010

181

2008

99

de Cos, Javier; Sanchez,
Fernando; Ortega, Francisco;
Montequin, Vicente
De Guzman D.,

229

Deng S.-G., Yeh T.-H.,

2011
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G.,

2003

Study on commercial vehicle atmospheric pollution cost estimation in
China
eXFlow: A web services-compliant
system to support B2B process integration
Developing cost estimation models
for road rehabilitation and reconstruction: Case study of projects in
europe and central Asia
Estimating the cost of vertical highspeed machining centres, a comparison between multiple regression
analysis and the neural networks approach
Selection process of compressor, turbine units
Research applications of the MAGNET
multi-agent
contracting
testbed
A multi-agent negotiation testbed
for contracting tasks with temporal
and precedence constraints
Procuring prototypes Using a vendor qualification process
Cost
estimation
for
crossorganizational
ERP
projects:
Research perspectives
Cost modelling techniques for availability type service support contracts: A literature review and empirical study
Rapid cost estimation of metallic
components for the aerospace industry
Dow plugs glycerine supply gap with
natural grades
Using least squares support vector
machines to the product cost estimation

*

*

*

***

*
*

*

*
*

***

***

*
**
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69

Deonandan I., Valerdi R., Lane
J.A., Macias F.,

2010

164

Dhillon B.S.,

1996

64

Du, Zeyan; Li, Binyong

2017

106

2014

150

Ehlken, Nicola;
Verduyn,
Cora;
Tiede,
Henning;
Staehler,
Gerd;
Karger,
Gabriele; Nechwatal, Robert;
Opitz, Christian F.; Klose,
Hans;
Wilkens, Heinrike;
Rosenkranz, Stephan; Halank,
Michael; Gruenig, Ekkehard
Eklin M., Arzi Y., Shtub A.,

2

Eklin M., Shtub A., Arzi Y.

2009

27

Eklin M., Shtub A., Arzi Y.

2009

63

Elgh F.,

2013

124

Elliott B., Novak B., Martin
C.,
Elragal, Ahmed; Haddara,
Moutaz
El-Thalji I., Liyanage J.P.,
HjĂ¸llo M.,

2018

114

Etkin D.S.,

2005

50

Fauster E., Schillfahrt C., Hueber C., Schledjewski R.

2017

219
195

TU/e

2009

2010
2012

Cost and risk considerations for test
and evaluation of unmanned and autonomous systems of systems
Optimum life cycle and labour costs
estimation of repairable equipment
Construction project cost estimation
based on improved BP neural network
Economic evaluation of exercise
training in patients with pulmonary
hypertension

**

Model for cost estimation in a
finite-capacity stochastic environment based on shop floor optimization combined with simulation
A comparative study of rough-cut
cost estimations in a finite-capacity
stochastic environment
A rough-cut cost estimation in a
finite-capacity stochastic environment based on forced idle time prediction
Computer supported quotation
preparation of turned components
Follow the plan’ when installing and
commissioning compounding lines
The use of experts panels in ERP
cost estimation research
Scalable and customer-oriented life
cycle costing model: A case study
of an innovative vertical axis wind
turbine concept (case-vawt)
Estimating cleanup costs for oil
spills
Automated profile preforming for
structural components

**

**
**

*

**

**

*
*
**
**

*
**
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Ferreira Bastos M., Loforte
Ribeiro F., Cardoso Teixeira
J.,
Gardner J.
Gill A.S., Visotsky D., Mears
L., Summers J.D.,
Gill A.S., Visotsky D., Mears
L., Summers J.D.,

2005

Estimating of capital cost of underground car parking project

*

2007
2016

*
**

220

Gomaa A.H.,

2003

48
36

Gozzo Michael W.
Gross M.

1983
1977

235

Gümüş M.,

2014

70

Gunduz, Murat; Naser, Ayman Fahmi

2017

35

Gunduz, Murat; Sahin, Haci
Bayram

2015

178

Gunther T.M.,

1992

93

Gutowski T., Hoult D., Dillon
G., Neoh E.-T., Muter S., Kim
E., Tse M.,
Hagnell, M. K.; Akermo, M.

1994

Bid scheme triggers the tender trap
Cost estimation model for pan based
carbon fiber manufacturing process
Cost
estimation
model
for
polyacrylonitrile-based
carbon
fiber manufacturing process
Time-cost estimation system for machined parts using conventional machines
ARE WE REALLY UNIQUE?
An easy, painless and satisfying
method for writing a cost-effective
request for quotation
With or without forecast sharing:
Competition and credibility under
information asymmetry
Cost based value stream mapping as
a sustainable construction tool for
undergraound pipeline construction
projects
An early cost estimation model for
hydroelectric power plant projects
using neural networks and multiple
regression analysis
Quantitative assessment of future
development of copper/silver resources in the Kootenai National
Forest, Idaho/Montana: Part IIEconomic and policy analysis
Development of a theoretical cost
model for advanced composite fabrication
A composite cost model for the aeronautical industry: Methodology and
case study

51
76
77

3
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2017

2015

**

**

*
*

*

*

***

*

**

**
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192

Haifeng Z., Haiyan J., Nuonuo
X., Fali W.,

2014

71

Hall N.A., Delille S.,

2011

17

Hasangholipour T., Khodayar
F.

2010

38

2014

136

Hauptmann B., Junker M.,
Eder S., Amann C., Vaas R.
Hendrie D., Boldy D.,

226
206

Hill Jr. S.,
Hong J.,

2002
2011

60

Hooi, Tan Chin; Yusoff,
Yunus; Hassan, Zainuddin

2008

157

Hsiao F.-Y., Wang S.-H.,
Wang W.-C., Wen C.-P., Yu
W.-D.,

2012

28

Hua M.

2009

144

Huu, Tram Truong; Koslovski,
Guilherme; Anhalt, Fabienne;
Montagnat, Johan; Primet,
Pascale Vicat-Blanc
In, Hoh Peter; Baik, Jongmoon; Kim, Sangsoo; Yang,
Ye; Boehm, Barry
Ishii K., Furuichi T., Fujiyama
A., Watanabe S.,

2011

23

148
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Research on the cost estimating of
China’s aviation aircraft development project based on the parametric method
Cost estimation challenges and uncertainties confronting oil and gas
companies
A novel optimized neural network
model for cost estimation using genetic algorithm
An expert-based cost estimation
model for system test execution
Hospital services and casemix in
Western Australia
True supply chain management
The analytical research on construction project cost estimation model
which is based on artificial neural
network
Comparative study on applicability
of WEBMO in web application cost
estimation within Klang Valley in
Malaysia
Neuro-Fuzzy cost estimation model
enhanced by fast messy genetic algorithms for semiconductor hookup
construction
A study on foreign exchange dealers’
bid-ask spread quote behavior
Joint elastic cloud and virtual
network framework for application
performance-cost pptimization

***

2006

A quality-based cost estimation
model for the product line life cycle

*

2016

Logistics cost analysis of rice straw
pellets for feasible production capacity and spatial scale in heat utilization systems: A case study in Nanporo town, Hokkaido, Japan

*

2002

**

***

**
*
*
**

**

*

*
*
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169

Jaafari A., Najafi A., Rezaeian
J., Sattarian A., Ghajar I.,

2015

73

Jahan-Shahi, H; Shayan, E;
Masood, S
Jallon, Romain;
Imbeau,
Daniel; de Marcellis-Warin,
Nathalie
Ji, Sae-Hyun; Park, Moonseo;
Lee, Hyun-Soo
Jiang, Tiejun; Guo, Shangfen;
Wang, Shuzong; Jiang, Tiejun;
Wei, Ruxiang; Jiang, Tiejun
Jiang, Yangyi; Zhang, Hengxi;
Xie, Jiang; Meng, Ke

1999

Jiang, Zhou; Liu, Lianzhong;
Li, Zheren
Joshi Pawan, Veeramani Dharmaraj,
Jung D.H., Lee Y.G., Lee Y.S.,
Kim J.H.,

2014

Kadidal M., Bidanda B.
Kashef, Mohammad Mandi;
Yoon, Hyenyoung; Keshavarz,
Mehdi; Hwang, Junseok
Kate R.J., Swartz A.M., Welch
W.A., Strath S.J.,

1993
2016

66

Ke H.,

2010

61

Kim G.-H., An S.-H., Kang K.I.,

2004

173

Kim K.J., Kim K.,

2010

94

75
228

37

30
180
222

1
87

59

TU/e

2011

2011
2007

2006

1996
2010

2016

Planning road networks in landslideprone areas: A case study from the
northern forests of Iran
Cost estimation in flat plate processing using fuzzy sets
Development of an indirect-cost calculation model suitable for workplace use
Cost estimation model for building
projects using case-based reasoning
Universal study on parametric models in equipment system cost estimation
An estimation model of research cost
based on rough set and artificial neural network
Adaptive tuning algorithm used in
multi-join query optimization
Rapid and accurate cost estimation
of sheet-metal parts
Total annual profits estimation for
new construction of an SWRO desalination plant in Korea
A castability expert system
Decision support tool for IoT service providers for utilization of multi
clouds
Comparative evaluation of features
and techniques for identifying activity type and estimating energy cost
from accelerometer data
Cooperative caching algorithm
based on grouping nodes in mobile
ad hoc networks
Comparison of construction cost estimating models based on regression
analysis, neural networks, and casebased reasoning
Preliminary cost estimation model
using case-based reasoning and genetic algorithms

*

***
*

***
***

**

*
**
*

*
*

**

*

***

**
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31

Kim S., Ko W., Youn S., Gao
R., Bang S.

2015

216

Kim, Doo-Suk; Lee, YoungJoo; Jang, Seong-Yong

2012

92

Kim, Ji-Myong; Kim, Taehui;
Yu, Yeong-Jin; Son, Kiyoung

2018

96

Kingsbury A.B., MĂśNch A.,
Bland J.,
Klatko T., Agbelie B., Labi S.,

2012

41

Klavs G., Kudrenickis
Kundzina A.

I.,

2012

112

Klavs G., Kundzin.a A., Kudrenickis I.,

2016

194

Klosowski G., Gola A.,

2016

91

Koelle D.,

2002

217

Koelle D.E.,

1984

33

Kong, Qingru; Luo, Yabo

2008

13

Koo, Choongwan; Hong, Taehoon; Kim, Jimin

2014

152

TU/e

2016

Advanced fuel cycle cost estimation
model and its cost estimation results
for three nuclear fuel cycles using a
dynamic model in Korea
The study on the validity of the conceptual cost estimation model by using monte carlo simulation
Development of a maintenance and
repair cost estimation model for educational buildings using regression
analysis
Dimensional cost exponents for
novel processing equipment
Multi-dimensional characterization
of scale economies in pavement rehabilitation and reconstruction costs
Analysis of competitiveness and
support instruments for heat and
electricity production from wood
biomass in Latvia
Energy production from biogas:
Competitiveness and support instruments in Latvia
Risk-based estimation of manufacturing order costs with artificial intelligence
Development costs of reusable
launch vehicles
The transcost-model for launch vehicle cost estimation and its application to future systems analysis
An agent-enabled logarithm arithmetic for cost estimation of human
resource sharing
A decision support system for determining the optimal size of a new expressway service area: Focused on
the profitability

*

*

**

**
*

*

*

**

*
**

*

*
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165

Kratzke N.,

2011

196

2003

155

KrichĂ¨ne J., Boudriga N., El
Fatmi S.G.,
Kuhn K.D.,

98
233
68

Kunesh J.G., Sowiak R.M.,
Kunesh J.G., Sowiak R.M.,
Kunkel M., Schwind M.,

2005
2005
2011

52
11

Le A.T.H., Domingo
Rasheed E., Park K.S.
Li M.-S., Bi X.

5

Li Y., Zhao Y., Li M., Zhao Y.

2010

10

Li Y., Zhao Y., Wei Y., Du Y.

2010

213

Lian X., Zhang T.,

2018

54

Liao H.-M., Pei G.-S.,

2008

201

Lim G.G., Seol J.,

2017

56

Lin, Shiwei

2009

126

Ling B., Ng W.S., Shu Y.,
Zhou A.,
Lionis Vangelis,
Rotstein
Guillermo E.,
Macchietto
Sandro,
Liu H.,

2003

128

104

TU/e

N.,

2010

2018
2013

1998

2007

Overcoming ex ante cost intransparency of clouds: Using system
analogies and a corresponding cost
estimation model
SECOMO: An estimation cost
model for risk management projects
Network-level infrastructure management using approximate dynamic
programming
DISTILL your quote request
Which is the best hardware quote?
Cost and market-based pricing in
the courier express and parcel service industry
Building maintenance cost planning
and estimating: A literature review
A cost estimation model of government investment projects based on
BP neural networks
A cost estimation based speculative
path determination method for speculative thread partitioning
A cost estimation model for speculative thread partitioning
The optimization of cost-model for
join operator on spark SQL platform
Cache-based aggregate query shipping: An efficient scheme of distributed OLAP query processing
Social damage cost estimation model
for mobile digital divide
Channel research based on fuzzy
evaluating method in e-Supply chain
Fuzzy cost modeling for peer-to-peer
systems
Generic production costing model
for multipurpose batch processes

*

Economic assessment of industrial
accidents caused by abnormal behaviors

*

*
**

*
*
*

**
*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
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18

Liu H.M., Wu Q.

2014

200

Liu M.,

2014

161

Liu X., Li Z., Jiang S.,

2016

103

Liu, Hunszu; Hwang, SheueLing; Liu, Thu-Hua
Macha N.K., Rahman M.,

2009

Mai, Ziqin; Xu, Tingting; Sun,
Li; Wang, Xiulun; Fan, Jianmin; Sun, Aiqiao
Maniadakis D., Varoutas D.,

2012

215

Martinez-Rojas, Maria; Marin,
Nicolas; Amparo Vila, M.

2016

223

Maziku, Hellen; Shetty, Sachin

2014

25

2018

102

McKelvin M.L., Jr., Billingsley
C., Dowd M., Henry S., Lyons
K., Wheaton M.J.
McVey E.,

115

Membah J., Asa E.,

2015

26

Mhlongo, Sphiwe Emmanuel;
Amponsah-Dacosta, Francis
Miller Donald K.,

2016

Moazeni R., Link D., Boehm
B.,
Nachtmann H.,

2014

86

80

171

110
57
143

TU/e

2018

2010

2001

1984

2001

A novel strategy of area cost estimation for custom instruction based on
FPGA architecture
Simulation of mathematical model
to estimate the cost of large-scale hydraulic engineering
Ontology-based representation and
reasoning in building construction
cost estimation in China
Economic assessment of human errors in manufacturing environment
Cost projections and benefits for
transistor-level 3-D integration with
stacked nanowires
Cost estimation of product life cycle

*

Population distribution effects in
backbone network cost
The role of information technologies to address data handling in construction project management
Towards a network aware VM migration: Evaluating the cost of VM migration in cloud data centers
A resource estimation framework for
agile systems engineering acquisition
strategies
E-commerce changing the way companies do business
Estimating cost for transportation
tunnel projects: A systematic literature review
A review of problems and solutions
of abandoned mines in South Africa
Energy conservation during recovery
of condensed chemical vapors
COCOMO II parameters and IDPD:
Bilateral relevances
Integrating research into the cost engineering classroom

*

**

*

*
*

**

*

*

*

*
*

*
*
*
*
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207

Navarro-Galera A., OrtúzarMaturana R.I., Muñoz-Leiva
F.,

2011

7

Neil, GR

1996

24

Nourali H., Osanloo M.

2018

34

Oh, Chi Don; Park, Chansik;
Kim, Kyong Ju

2013

138

Ohmacht, M.; Wang, A.;
Gooding, T.; Nathanson, B.;
Nair, I.; Janssen, G.; Schaal,
M.; Steinmacher-Burow, B.
Olesen J., Gustavsson A.,
Svensson M., Wittchen H.-U.,
JĂśnsson B.,
Ono T., Matsuo H., Komoda
N.,

2013

225

Österle H., Senger E.,

2003

49

Özcan B., Fiǧlali A.

2014

116

Ozkan H.E., He B., Holmes
R.G.,

1991

183

Parezo S.,

2000

95

Parker Bruce, Raines Charles,

1990

210

122

TU/e

The application of life cycle costing
in evaluating military investments:
An empirical study at an international scale
A cost estimation model for high
power FELs
A regression-tree-based model for
mining capital cost estimation
An approximate cost estimation
model based on standard quantities
of steel box girder bridge substructure
IBM Blue Gene/Q memory subsystem with speculative execution and
transactional memory

*

2012

The economic cost of brain disorders
in Europe

*

2005

Evaluation of methods for converting request for quotation data into
ordinal preference data - Estimating
product preference in online shopping system
Towards the Real Time Enterprise
[Auf dem Weg zum Echtzeitunternehmen]
Artificial neural networks for the
cost estimation of stamping dies
Estimating effects of subsurface
drainage and machinery size on returns
Regional
market
roundup...Southeast:
Gulfstream
natural gas system requests bids for
the offshore portion of its natural
gas pipeline
Development of geothermal capable elastomers for use in ram type
blowout preventers

*

*
**
*

*

*

*
*

*

*
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Long-, middle- and short-list

2008

159

Partheeban P., Nachimuthu
K., Hemamalini R.R.,
Prada, Romero M. E.; Celis,
S.; Acero, G.; Gallo, D.; Cruz,
A. M.
Probst M.A., McConnell J.K.,
Weiss R.E., Laurie A.L.,
Yagapen A.N., Lin M.P.,
Caterino J.M., Shah M.N.,
Sun B.C.,
Psarros G., Skjong R., Vanem
E.,
Rafiei M.H., Adeli H.,

179

Raju, CVL; Narahari, Y

2002

184

Rui Z., Metz P.A., Chen G.,
Zhou X., Wang X.,
Sayadi A.R., Lashgari A.,
Paraszczak J.J.,

2012

2015

39

Sayadi, Ahmad Reza; Hamidi,
Jafar Khademi; Monjezi, Masoud; Najafzadeh, Meysam
Schoenherr T., Mabert V.A.

132

Schoenherr T., Mabert V.A.,

2014

211

Schoenherr T., Mabert V.A.,

2007

218

Schoenherr, Tobias; Mabert,
Vincent A.

2008

137

118

193

133

19

TU/e

GIS and simulation based road accident cost estimation
Hospitalization cost estimation
model using a multilevel analysis

*

2017

Estimating the cost of care for emergency department syncope patients:
Comparison of three models

*

2011

Risk acceptance criterion for tanker
oil spill risk reduction measures
Novel machine-learning model for
estimating construction costs considering economic variables and indexes
Queueing network modeling and
lead time compression of electronic
procurement
Regressions allow development of
compressor cost estimation models
Hard-rock LHD cost estimation using single and multiple regressions
based on principal component analysis
A Preliminary Cost Estimation for
Short Tunnels Construction Using
Parametric Method
An exploratory study of procurement strategies for multi-item RFQs
in B2B markets: Antecedents and
impact on performance
Goal orientation and preparation
process in online reverse auctions: A
comparative investigation taking a
transaction cost economics lens
The effect of buyer-imposed bidding
requirements and bundle structure
on purchase performance
The use of bundling in B2B online
reverse auctions

*

2017

2018

2012

2011

*

**

*

**
**

**

*

*

*

*
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Long-, middle- and short-list

90

Selleck John H.,

1985

234

Shearing I.,

2007

43

Shen, A. W.; Guo, J. L.; Wang,
Z. J.

2015

224

Shetty S., Yuchi X., Song M.,

2016

82

2016

81

Shiny Angel T.S., Senthil Kumar G., Selvakumarasamy S.,
Maria Nancy A., Veena S.,
Simperl, Elena Paslaru Bontas; Tempich, Christoph; Sure,
York
Smith A., Mason A.K.,

85

Sohn S.Y., Kim Y., Kim B.T.,

2009

170

Solt P.E., Hilbert J.D.,

2005

6

Son Y.K.

1991

55

Song A., Wu Z., Ma X., Luo
J.,

2016

108

Strecker S., Seifert S.,

2004

177

Subba Rao P., Venkata Rao
K., Suresh Varma P., Kim T.H.,
Sugijarto D.P., Jailani N.,
Mukhtar M., Yahya Y., Abdullah Z., Abdullah S.
Sun H.F., Tang Q.S., Li Y.L.,

2014

160

14

208

TU/e

Development and operational impact of on-line purchasing inventory
system
Why do customers want to reinvent
OUR wheel?
Analysis of the influence of advanced materials for aerospace products R&D and manufacturing cost
Towards a network aware VM migration: Evaluating the cost of VM migration in cloud data centers
Cost model for E-learning system

*

2006

ONTOCOM: A cost estimation
model for ontology engineering

**

1997

Cost estimation predictive modeling: Regression versus neural network
Cost of ownership model for spare
engines purchase for the korean navy
acquisition program
Pneumatic points to ponder...: How
to write a request for quotation
A cost estimation model for advanced manufacturing systems
CAT: A cost-aware translator for
SQL-query workflow to MapReduce
jobflow
Electronic sourcing with multiattribute auctions
Programming evaluation process using hybrid cost estimation model

***

A framework for the development of
a multi attributes reverse auction for
B2B e-marketplace
The applications of neural networks
in the engineering cost of transmission line

*

2008

2013

*
*

*

**

*

*
**
*

*
**

*
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111

Long-, middle- and short-list

Sun, Linlin; You, Chun’an;
Liu, Jianxin; Sun, Lingzhi
Sutopo W.,
Atikah N.,
Purwanto A.,
Danardono
D.P.T.D., Nizam M.

2013

2016

140

Sutopo W., Nizam M., Purwanto A., Atikah N., Putri
A.S.
Tan Y.-H., Thoen W.,

139

Tan, YH; Thoen, W

2000

101

2016

65

Tsagkari, Mirela; Couturier,
Jean-Luc; Kokossis, Antonis;
Dubois, Jean-Luc
Valerdi R.,

135

Valerdi R.,

2011

149

Veeramani D., Joshi P.,

1997

88

2011

44

Villanueva F.J., Daum M.,
StrĂźbe M., LĂlpez J.C.,
Kapitza R., Dressler F.,
Wang H., Hou L., Liu C.,
Wang Q.,
Wang H.S.

154

Wang S., Li N.,

2018

198

Wang X., Yue K., Huang J.Z.,
Zhou A.,

2004

12

4

78

TU/e

2014

2000

2011

2010
2007

Energy efficiency research in building based on the concept of life cycle
A cost estimation model to assess
the feasibility of Li-Ion battery development based on targeted cost by
market approach
A cost estimation application for determining feasibility assessment of
Li-Ion battery in mini plant scale
INCAS: A legal expert system for
contract terms in electronic commerce
INCAS: a legal expert system for
contract terms in electronic commerce
Early-stage capital cost estimation
of biorefinery processes: A comparative study of heuristic techniques
Convergence of expert opinion via
the wideband delphi method: An
application in cost estimation models
Heuristics for systems engineering
cost estimation
Methodologies for rapid and effective response to requests for quotation (RFQs)
Deployment-aware energy model for
operator placement in sensor networks
Cost estimation model of modular
product family
Application of BPN with featurebased models on cost estimation of
plastic injection products
MYCAT Shard key selection strategy based on exponential smoothing,
Service selection in dynamic
demand-driven Web services

*
**

**

*

*

**

**

**
***

*

*
*

*
*
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Long-, middle- and short-list

47

Wang XinZheng;
Zhang Lianyang

190

Wei Y.,

2018

46

Weinstein L., Radano T.A.,
Jack T., Kalina P., Eberhardt
3rd. J.S.

2009

221
8

Whitley M.,
Witzel, PA; Ingersoll, GL;
Schultz, AW; Ryan, SA
Wongvasu, N; Kamarthi, SV

2006
1996

Woodgate Ralph W.,
Wu K., Natarajarathinam M.,
Johnson M.D., Kulandaivelu
T.
Wu, Jianlong; An, Longkun;
Xiao, Boping; Liu, Tiankun
Xie, Jianzhong; Yang, Yu;
Chen, Wei

1987
2010

84

Xu Y., Sanchez J.F., Njuguna
J.,

2014

100

Xu Z., Tu Y.-C., Wang X.,

2013

141

Yakovlev A., Vyglovsky O.,
Demidova O., Bashlyk A.,

2016

214

Yan, CS; Li, YJ

2005

113

Yang M.-C., Huang I.-C.,

1999

187

145
53

42
121

TU/e

He Ping;

2010

2000

2017
2012

Application of RBF neural network
in cost estimation of construction
project
Research on engineering cost estimation model construction based on genetic neural network
Application of multivariate probabilistic (Bayesian) networks to substance use disorder risk stratification
and cost estimation
To bid, or not to bid...
A cost estimation model for measuring professional practice
Representing
the
relationship
between items in logical bill-ofmaterial to support customers’
request for quotation for make-toorder products
Know thy boards
Business communication experiences in the US, Mexico, and
China
Analysis of intensive support equipment based on cost-efficiency
Estimation of newproducts cost by
means of abc & dynamic fuzzy neural network
Cost modelling to support optimised
selection of End-of-Life options for
automotive components
Dynamic energy estimation of query
plans in database systems
Incentives for repeated contracts in
public sector: Empirical study of
gasoline procurement in Russia
The research of parameter model
about the satellite cost estimation
Establishing a cost estimation model
for hypertension and its related diseases in Taiwan

**

**

**

*
**
*

*
*

*
**

*

*
*

**
*
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Long-, middle- and short-list

212

Yang Q.,

2012

9

Yang S.J., Choi S.H., Lee J.I.,
Kim S.J.

2002

45

Yeh, Tsung-Han; Deng, S.

2012

227

Yi Tao; Yan Zhen; Lv Han;
Shen Jianfei

2016

127

Yong Y., Zhang Y.-H.,

2009

162

Yu L., Zhang J., Wang S.,

2010

168

Yu X., Tang G., Guo Z., Song
X., Yu J.,

2018

40

Yua Y., Escalante C.L., Deng
X., Houston J., Gunter L.F.

2011

134

Zavras A.I., Edelstein B.L.,
Vamvakidis A.,

2000

74

Zeng B., Wang R., Ma C.,

2012

199

Zhang Y., Meng Q., Ng S.H.,

2016

166

Zhang Y., Minchin R.E.,

2016

125

Zhang Y., Minchin R.E., Agdas D.,

2017

TU/e

The establishment and comparison
of full costs estimation model of coal
A cost estimation model for procurement of communications satellite system
Application of machine learning
methods to cost estimation of product life cycle
Unit investment prediction of transmission line project: A neural network approach
Fuzzy evaluating method for channel
research in e-supply chain
Optimizing queries with expensive
video predicates based on estimation
of attribute cardinality
Performance comparison of realtime yard crane dispatching strategies at nontransshipment container
terminals
Analysing scale and scope specialization efficiencies of US agricultural
and nonagricultural banks using the
fourier flexible functional form
Health care savings from microbiological caries risk screening of toddlers: A cost estimation model
Cost estimation model based on improved spreadsheet algorithm for assembly line manufacturing systems
Shipping efficiency comparison between Northern Sea Route and the
conventional Asia-Europe shipping
route via Suez Canal
Parametric cost estimation of resurfacing projects using ridge regression
and a generalized feedforward neural
network
Forecasting completed cost of highway Construction projects using
LASSO regularized regression

*
*

***

**

*
*

*

*

*

**

*

**

*
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Long-, middle- and short-list

163

Zhang Y., Yu L., Zhang X.,
Wang S., Li H.,

2012

97

Zhang, Qishan; Huang, Xinhuan; Liu, Hong; Duan, Jinli

2017

205

Zhao L., Zhang X., Xu J., Ou
X., Chang S., Wu M.,

2015

191

Zhao, Jing; Zhao, Li; Ren, Yiwei

2016

146

Zhao, Yi-Bo; Lv, Xu-Dong;
Yang, Wan-Dong; Ni, HongGang
Zhou H., Elam M., Cui Q.,

2017

147

Zhou L., Duan M., Yu Y.,
Zhang X.,

2018

142

Zhou X.H., Qin G.S., Lin H.Z.,
Li G.,

2006

189

Zhou, Chuanhong;
Jiang,
Zhenyang; Bai, Wuxia; Yao,
Kun
Zhu J.-Y., Zhou H., Chen X.,
Jiang Y.,

2015

Zhu, Naiping; Zhao, Qi; Tian,
Lixin; Zhang, Qing

2016

230

153

67

131

2007

2010

2007

Optimizing queries with expensive
video predicates in cloud environment
Disease cost estimation model based
on improved grey relational analysis
and case-based reasoning
Techno-economic
analysis
of
bioethanol production from lignocellulosic biomass in china:
Dilute-acid
pretreatment
and
enzymatic hydrolysis of corn stover
Research on estimation for architectural project cost based on BP neural network
Laboratory simulations of the mixed
solvent extraction recovery of dominate polymers in electronic waste
Using renewal model to estimate
pavement warranty cost
Learning rates and cost reduction
potential of indirect coal-to-liquid
technology coupled with CO2 capture
Inferences in censored cost regression models with empirical likelihood
Research on cost estimation of auto
parts based on PLM

*

Multi-layer adaptive optimizing algorithm for least squares support
vector machines
Cost analysis and development
strategies for China’ natural gas
power generation industry under
the situation of energy price’s
reformation
Global sourcing

**

*

*

**

*

*
*

**

**

*

*

Table C.1: Long-, middle- an short-list
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Cost estimation techniques

This appendix contains an elaboration on the cost estimation techniques discussed in the
literature review. Cased-based Reasoning, Artificial Neural Networks, Regression and Support Vector Machines are discussed.

Case-based Reasoning
Case-based Reasoning (CBR) is the objective alternative to Expert System cost estimation. Where Expert Systems use solely the knowledge of an expert in making estimations,
CBR uses experience from the past collected in a case-base. CBR searches the most similar case to the case to be estimated in order to present cost estimation. According to
Kim, an & Kang [Kim et al., 2004], a CBR system consist of four sub-processes:
1. Old cases, which represent experiences that the system acquired, are stored in a
case base.
2. When a new case is presented to the system, the CBR system retrieves one or more
stored cases similar to the new case according to the percentage similarity (similarity
score) calculated by a user-defined similarity function.
3. Users attempt to solve the new case by adapting the retrieved case(s), and the
adaptation is based on the differences between the stored cases and the new case,
unless the retrieved old case(s) is a close match, and this retrieved case probably
has to be revised.
4. The new solution is retained as a part of the stored cases throughout the test.
This indicates a first drawback of the CBR approach. The user-defined similarity score
is not data-driven and therefore subjective to the creator of the CBR technique. Two
possible similarity scores are the percentage similarity [Kim et al., 2004] and the Euclidean
distance [Ji et al., 2011]. The last paper presents fifteen case-based reasoning applications
accompanied with their similarity functions, which provides an overview of the variety
of similarity functions. Furthermore CBR is prone to the curse of dimensionality, which
states that the search space grows exponentially with the about of features present in the
case base.

Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are purely data driven models which through training
iteratively transition from a random state to a final model [Hasangholipour and Khodayar,
2010]. Neural Networks (NNs) are developed in three phases; the modelling phase, the
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training phase and the testing phase. During the modelling phase of a Neural Network
the structure of the model is determined. Neural Network architecture is composed of
three types of layers which are the input layer, hidden layer(s) and output layer. Layers
include one or multiple neurons with weights functions [Gunduz and Sahin, 2015]. A
typical Neural Network architecture is shown in Figure D.1.

Figure D.1: Structure of Neural Network [Kim et al., 2004]

Neural Networks architecture is commonly determined by a trial and error procedure,
because the amount of neurons in a layer of the optimal model is dependent on the data.
Because of this trial and error procedure the execution time of model determination is
long for Neural Networks, where the number of inputs and outputs is not restricted.
The training phase of Neural Networks consists of the preparation of the data and the
adoption of the learning law for the training. During the testing phase the prediction
accuracy is evaluated. A drawback of Neural Networks is transparency. The modelling,
training and testing of Neural Networks and also the cost estimation process are a black
box for users [Ciurana et al., 2008]. In contrast, ANNs have inherent ability to generalize
and perform well on data that is noisy, has missing observations and is imprecise [de Cos
et al., 2008].
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Regression Analysis
There are many regression analysis methods. The articles on the short list mention simple
linear regression and multiple linear regression, which are considered as the most straight
forward, simple and restrictive regression algorithms. On the website of Scikit-learn a
cheat-sheet is presented to aid in choosing the appropriate machine learning algorithm [Sci,
2018]
For regression, seven machine learning techniques are provided to choose from by Scikitlearn, presented in Figure D.2. As observed from the cheat-sheet, a Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SDG) regressor is appropriate for data samples containing at least 100000 data
entries. As mentioned in the Problem Statement, data entries are expected to be small
for components, indicating the inappropriateness of using SGD Regression. Lasso- and
ElasticNet regression are not appropriate because feature selection is not a success factor
for the results. These statements result in the exploration of linear regression, Ridge
regression and ensemble regression, which are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Figure D.2: Scikit-learn algorithm cheat-sheet regression

Linear regression
Regression analysis (RA) is divided into single parameter regression and multiple parameter regression. Examples of single parameter estimation model structures are given in
Figure D.3 and examples of multiple parameter estimation model structures are given in
Figure D.4.

Figure D.3: Structure of single parameter regression [Jiang et al., 2007]
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Figure D.4: Structure of multiple parameter regression [Jiang et al., 2007]

Regression analysis uses parameters or variables (object characteristics) with a weight
value to estimate costs. For multiple regression analysis (MRA) it is important that the
parameters do not co-move, which is the case when two parameters represent the same
behavior. This is indicated by multicollinearity in the data, for which the formula is
presented in formula D.1 [Gunduz and Sahin, 2015].
P
r=

(x − x0 )(y − y 0 )
(n − 2)sx sy

(D.1)

A multiple regression formula is constructed through backward elimination, forward addition, a step-by-step approach or specified by the researcher. Backward elimination starts
with a formula with all variables included and eliminates not significant ones. Forward
addition adds significant variables from an empty formula. A step-by-step approach determines at each step whether a variable should be added and/or whether a variable should
be eliminated [Gunduz and Sahin, 2015].
Because regression formulas present the included variables and their weight factors, the
impact of different variables on the final cost estimation are visible. Regression struggles
to represent complex and nonlinear patters in the data and needs up front determination
of the parameters included in the cost estimation model. Furthermore a reasonable sample
size is required for statistical significance of the parameters in the mathematical formula
[Kim et al., 2004].
Ridge regression
Ridge regression is a shrinkage method, which has the underlying idea of reducing the
effects of sample variation. In regression it is common practice to retain a subset of the
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predictors (feature selection). This results in more interpretable models with a possibly lower prediction error than the full model. However this process introduces higher
variability, whereas the variables are either selected or not [Hastie et al., 2008]. Ridge
regression shrinks the regression coefficients by imposing a penalty on their size. The
Ridge coefficients minimize a penalized residual sum of squares, as given in formula D.2.
min | |Xw − y | |22 + α | |w | |22
w

(D.2)

In this formula α is a complexity parameter that controls the amount of shrinkage. More
shrinkage is represented by a larger α. When α tends towards zero, the cost function becomes similar to the linear regression cost function. In linear regression a large coefficient
value of a variable could be cancelled out by a correlated other variable with opposite
coefficient value. Ridge regression sets a size constraint on the coefficients, resulting in
minimizing this issue existing in linear regression.
Hoerl and Kennard [Hoerl and Kennard, 1970] show that parameter estimates based
on minimum residual sum of squares in multiple regression have a high probability of
being unsatisfactory. They show using Ridge regression how to obtain estimates with
smaller mean square error. By introducing a bias in diagonal of the correlation matrix,
the produced estimates of the coefficients are biased, which implies some prior bound on
regression coefficient. This results in better estimates for the regression coefficients. Ridge
regression in comparison to other shrinkage techniques such as variable subset selection,
principal components regression and partial least squares is found superior in minimizing
prediction error [Frank and Friedman, 1993].
Ensemble regression
Ensemble regression is the general term for combining several base estimators built with a
given learning algorithm. Ensemble methods are usually distinguished in two categories;
bagging or boosting methods. Bagging methods build several independent estimators and
average the results. An averaged estimator is usually better than any of the single base
estimators, because its variance is reduced. An example of a bagging method is forest
of randomized trees. In contrast, Boosting methods build several estimators sequentially,
trying to reduce the bias of the combined estimator. Boosting combines several weak
estimators and combines these into a strong estimator. Examples methods are AdaBoost,
Gradient Tree Boosting and XGBoost.
The general algorithms for Bagging and Boosting are given by Zhou [Zhou, 1984] and given
in Figure D.5 and Figure D.6 respectively. Bagging creates multiple mutually independent
random training sets using bootstrap. On every training set a model is fitted, where the
final model is composed of averaging all models produced on the training sets.
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Figure D.5: General Bagging procedure

Random Forest regression is classified as a bagging method. For Random Forest regression
a bootstrapped training dataset is created. A bootstrapped dataset randomly selects
data with replacement to create a dataset used for training a single decision tree. After
creation of many single decision trees on randomly crated bootstrapped datasets, the
single decision trees are evaluated by their out-of-bag samples (not selected records during
bootstrapping). The random forest is now complete and new unseen data will go through
all decision trees in the random forest averaging all outcomes to obtain the final result.
Boosting makes use of the mistakes the base learner produces. After a weak learner is
added to the final learner, the weights of the data are adjusted, called re-weighting. Higher
error input data gains a higher weight compared to lower error input data. Through this
process the following trained weak learner is focused on explaining the larger errors more
accurately.

Figure D.6: General Boosting procedure

The Boosting method implemented in this research is Gradient Boosting regression. Gradient boosting starts with creating a single leaf predicting the average of the target variable
on the training data. It then builds stumps (small restricted decision trees) focusing on
the errors made by the previous created model. Newly created stumps are factored by the
learning rate (a value between 0 and 1), in order to slowly but steadily move toward the
final solution instead of predicting too high and too low alternating. Gradient Boosting
creates as many stumps as defined by the user or till some other stop criterion is met. In
the end Gradient Boosting predicts the target value by using the average adjusted by a
specified amount of decision trees, all optimizing the errors made previously.
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Dietterich [Dietterich, 2007] compared different ensemble methods; ADABoost, bagging
and randomized trees. ADABoost outperforms both bagging and randomized trees when
there is no noise in the dataset. If noise is present, the performance of ADABoost drops
below bagging and randomized trees, because ADABoost is overfitting badly. Very large
datasets favor randomized trees, because bagging creates many similar training sets when
the dataset is large. Therefore the distinctive ability of bagging is reduced. Randomized
trees do not suffer this drawback because this method is altering the choices in the trees.

Support Vector Machine
This paragraph describes the machine learning techniques of Least-Squares SupportVector Machines (LS-SVM), linear Support-Vector Regression and Radial Basis Function
(rbf) Support-Vector Regression. LS-SVM are least-squares versions of Support-Vector
machines (SVM), which represents data as points in space. This data is mapped so that
the distinct categories are divided by an as wide as possible clear gap (for classification).
A so called kernel trick is used to adapt SVM when mapping data into higher-dimensional
non-linear features spaces. SVM for classification are adjusted to enable SVM models to
handle numeric output values, which is called Support-Vector Regression (SVR). The
underlying mathematics is the same for SVM and SVR.
The LS-SVM reformulates SVM with equality constraints and a sum square error cost
function. Classical SVM uses in inequality constraints and must solve complex convex
optimization problems. By adopting a linear system, LS-SVM are easier to optimize
and have shorter computing times. LS-SVMs are especially useful for applications where
nearly all of the training samples can affect the training phase [Yeh and Deng, 2012]. The
structure of the LS-SVM from this paper is presented in equation D.3 with the kernel
function where w is the weight and b is bias.
f (x) = φ(x) ∗ w + b

(D.3)

To estimate this function the structural risk minimization (SRM) principle is used, which
is formulated as shown in Equation D.4. To derive solutions w and e, the Lagrange
multiplier optimal programming method is applied, shown in Equation D.6.
n

1 X 2
1
e
M inimize : R(w, e, b) = | |w | |2 + C
2
2 i=1 i

(D.4)

so T hat yi = [φ(Xi w] + b + ei i = 1, ...n

(D.5)

n

n

1
1 X 2 X
L(w, e, b; α) = | |w | |2 + C
e −
αi {(φ(Xi ) ∗ w) + b + ei − yi }
2
2 i=1 i
i=1
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α in the Lagrange function is called the Lagrange multiplier, which is optimal in the so
called saddle point (Figure D.7).

Figure D.7: Visualization of saddle point

Using the optimal α results in the final function estimation for LS-SVM model is shown
in Equation D.7.
f (x) =

n
X

αi K(x, xi ) + b

(D.7)

i=1

In this equation K(x, xi ) is the kernel function used by the SVM to translate a high
dimensional to a linear feature space. The trade-off between minimizing the training
error and minimizing the complexity of the LS-SVMs model is a drawback of LS-SVMs.
Also the optimal parameter combination selection is critical in the performance of LSSVMs. Therefore k-fold cross-validation is recommended in combination with LS-SVM
( [Yeh and Deng, 2012]).
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Cost estimation performance measure
formulas

This appendix describes the formulas used for cost estimation evaluation.

Case-based Reasoning evaluation
Equation E.1 gives the AER(%) for evaluation a Cased-based reasoning estimation model.
(
[(CA − CE ) − 1] ∗ 100, if CA − CE > 1
AER(%) =
[1 − (CA − CE )] ∗ 100, otherwise

(E.1)

Classification evaluation
Accuracy, precision and recall or sensitivity are used for evaluation classification estimators [Hasangholipour and Khodayar, 2010, Sajadfar and Ma, 2015]. The equations are
presented in Equation E.2, E.3 and E.4. Table E.1 shows the full names of the abbreviations used.

A=

(T P + T N
TP + FP + TN + FN
TP
P =
TP + FP
TP
R=
TP + FN

where:
A
= Accuracy
P
= Precision
R
= Recall rate or sensitivity

(E.2)
(E.3)
(E.4)

TP = True Positives
FP = False Positives
TN = True Negatives
FN = False Negatives

Table E.1: Abbreviation explanations classification evaluation

Regression evaluation
Equation E.5 till equation E.11 present several performance measures for cost estimation
methods with numeric outputs.
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 X
n
1
|actuali | − |predictedi |
M AP E =
∗ 100
2 i=1
|predictedi |
P
M AER =


a
| CeC−C
∗ 100 |
a
n

v
uX
n
1u
(Si − Si0 )2
M SE = t
n i−1
s
RM SE =

P
( y 0 − y)2
n

Pn
MP E =

i=1 (

xi −pi
)
xi

n

Pn
(S 0 − s)2
R = Pni=1 i
2
i=1 (Si − S)
2

(E.5)

(E.6)

(E.7)

(E.8)

(E.9)

(E.10)

n

1 X |ActualCost − EstimatedCost |
M M RE = ∗
n i−1
ActualCost

(E.11)

n

1X
M AE =
|yj − ŷj |
n j=1
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Comprehensive business understanding

This appendix contains elaborative business understanding of subjects too extensive for the
main text. This appendix is recommended for readers with less knowledge about Fokker
Services B.V.

Service contracts
Fokker Services provides four services wherefore it receives Request for Proposals (RFPs).
The largest, most dedicated service provided by Fokker is ABACUS, which promises constant component availability for the customer. Simply stated, the customer pays a fee
per flight hour of aircraft ensuring Fokker provides their aircraft with serviceable components. With this contract the risk lies at Fokker, where numerous test/repair/overhauls
are expensive for Fokker and the customer pays an hourly fee independent of the amount
of maintenance. The second most dedicated service Fokker provides is a contract handling a specific component for a specific time period. An example of such a contract
is the test/repair/overhaul of an engine of an airplane for five years. Price structure of
this service is both fixed price per test/repair/overhaul or a fee per flight hour. Third
in perspective of dedication between Fokker and its customer is a contract for a single test/repair/overhaul of a component. This contract states a fixed price for the
test/repair/overhaul with exceptions. The component under consideration is received
by Fokker, the agreed upon service is provided and the component is returned to the
customer. The least dedicated service Fokker provides is marketing single components.
The component’s price is negotiated and the trade is completed

Services/work scopes
The data contains eighteen categories for services Fokker provides. However, multiple categories represent similar activities and therefore are merged into eleven distinct services.
Table F.1 represents the original service categories, their activities and the resulting categories after merging. The categories INS, INSSC, INSUN and INT categories all represent
a inspect/test service and the REP, REPFF, REPNF, REPSC and REPUN categories all
represent a repair service.
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DIS
INS
INSSC
INSUN
INT
MAN
MOD
MOR
OMO
OVH
RAI
REP
REPFF
REPNF
REPSC
REPUN
RMO
SCR

Comprehensive business understanding

Activity
(WO Mainpart DIS - Assembled)
(Inspected/tested)
(Inspected/tested)
(Inspected/tested)
(Inspected/tested)
(Manufactured)
(Modified)
(Modified/repaired)
(Overhauled/modified)
(Overhauled)
(Return as-is)
(Repaired)
(Repaired)
(Repaired)
(Repaired)
(Repaired)
(Repaired/modified)
(Scrap)

Merged services

(Inspected/tested)

REP (Repaired)

Table F.1: Mapping of services

Process description responding to RFP
Fokker receives RFPs through multiple channels such as direct email from the customer,
email through The145.com or through the Fokker services web site. All these channels
result in a request for proposal in an email box. From this email box a product manager
opens a RFP to check whether he or she has the expert knowledge to process this RFP. If
the Product Manager (PM’er) has the expert knowledge he or she searches for information
that aids in making a forecast for the expected cost of test/repair/overhaul and creates
a contract for the customer to be filled in during the rest of the process. The PM’er
starts by listing the mandatory information about the airliner, the required capabilities
of Fokker, the amount of work required and the possible value of the component. On the
basis of this information a go/no go decision is made by the PM’er for this RFP.
After a go decision, Pentagon is consulted for previous work orders containing the same
part number. From here the process is totally dependent on the information obtained from
Pentagon and the complexity/rarity of the component. Different information sources
the PM’er could use in his/her analysis are the web site of The145.com, components
with high similarity, consultation with the repair shop, response on a RFP for the same
component at a subcontractor and/or a list of spare parts present in the component. The
web site of The145.com contains estimated market prices of components upon demand
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and supply industry wide. However the prices on The145 website are biased, because
multiple brokers searching for the same part is raising demand and aviation companies
are defensive in sharing actual completed contract prices for feedback. Therefore this
information could be used as substantiation, but not as leading information source. When
information about components with very similar characteristics and function is available,
consultation with the repair shop is conducted to determine possibilities and prices for the
requested component. Another source of information is to send a RFP to a subcontractor
to evaluate their response or review all spare parts contained in the components for a price
indication. A list of spare parts is also used to determine which spare parts are exclusions
of the contract. Exclusions are spare parts of the component that are not part of the
maintenance price given by Fokker. Exclusions are often expensive spare parts which in
most cases do not need maintenance. Including these expensive spare parts would increase
the price for the entire test/repair/overhaul where the occurrence of maintenance for that
spare part is low; therefore the customer only pays for exclusions when this spare part
needs maintenance.
All these information sources combined provide the Product Manager with the necessary
information to determine prices for test/repair/overhaul. These prices are communicated
with the customer, who can accept, reject or negotiate the contract with Fokker. This
process is schematically shown in Figure F.1.
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Figure F.1: Process flow handling RFQ process
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Data structure: UML diagram

This appendix gives the structure and the connection between data available for this research.

UML-diagram
Figure G.1 presents the structure of the data in a UML diagram. The classes in the UML
diagram contain many attributes, which are not shown in the UML diagram. Attributes
are not presented because of their abundance; these can be found in Data description
tables.

Figure G.1: UML diagram of data structure

Data files description
The data files are referred to by Work Order, Purchase Order, Work Order Labor, Work
Order Parts, Master Vendor, Master Customer and Master Part Number file.
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The work order file contains all work orders serviced at one of the Fokker locations. A
work order is identified by its document number and has the target value for analysis
represented as total cost, which is split in material-, labor- and other cost. Material- and
labor cost are further defined in cost per part used and cost per activity performed in
the likewise named data files. The link between a work order in the Work Order file and
the parts used and labor performed in the Work Order Parts and Work Order Labor files
respectively is the document number, which is a unique identifier. General information
about the work order’s customer, vendor and component (master part) are represented in
the equally named data files. Customers and vendors are linked to work orders through
the account number of the customer or vendor respectively. General information about
the component is represented in the Master Part Number file which is linked by part
number.
The Purchase Order file contains all outsourced work orders. Information about a purchase order is almost identical to work order information, except the labor and parts
specification is missing and the target value is defined as the total cost of the order minus
the credits on the work order. Labor and parts specification is missing, because outside
parties do not provide this information to Fokker.
Work Order Parts and Work Order Labor provide information about the parts used in a
work order and the labor performed in a work order respectively and the associated cost.
Master Vendor and Customer Vendor represent the characteristics of Fokker’s Vendors
and Customers. The Master Part Number file provides information on components. Information in this file is represented per master part number, which is a clustering of part
numbers with similar characteristics.
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This appendix contains the top 30 yearly part numbers from 2018-2019 sorted on frequency. This is depicted in Figure
H.1.
-This figure is redacted to secure confidential informationFigure H.1: Top 30 quantity yearly part numbers
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Column name

HDR DOC
EGORY

Data description tables
Column name
elaboration

Description

Values/ properties

P1 (Overhaul)
P2 (Repair/services)
P3-P7 not included Category
in data file (Out
of scope)
Integer

CAT-

HDR Document
Category

Category given to a work order

HDR USER DOC

HDR User Document

HDR DOC NO

HDR Document
Number
HDR Part number
HDR Part number Identifier

Fokker generated number
used at some front-end system
Document number of work
order
Part number considered in
work order
Identifier used to uniquely
identify HDR Part number

HDR PARTNUMBER
HDR SUBP

HDR
SCRIPTN

DE-
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HDR
tion

Descrip-

HDR Quantity

HDR SERIAL NO

HDR
Number

Part’s serial number considered in the work order

Serial

Integer
String
HDR PARTNUMBER+ HDR SUBP
is unique

String

Category

Repairable
parts
have
a
serial
number,
which
indicates that the
HDR QTY = 1

Float

String

Known
when

Known
arrival

at

Known
arrival

at

Known
arrival
Known
arrival
Known
arrival

at

Known
arrival

at

at
at
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HDR QTY

Description of the part
number in the work order
retrieved from Master Part
Number
Amount used in work order

Datatype

QFINISH PARTNUMBER
QFINISH SUBP

QFINISH
RIAL NO

SE-

HDR
Serial
Number Original
Finished
Part
Number
Finished
Part
Number Identifier

Part’s original serial number considered in the work
order
Part number of finished part
considered in work order
Part number identifier used
to uniquely identify QFINISHED PARTNUMBER

Finished
Number

Serial number of finished
part considered in work order
Time since component was
new

Serial

Warehouse Time
Since New

WHTC CSN

Warehouse Cycle Since New

WHTC TSI

Warehouse
Time
Since
Installation
Warehouse Cycle Since Installation
Warehouse Date
Removed

WHTC CSI

WHTC DATE
REMOVED

String
QFINISHED
PARTNUMBER + QFINis
ISHED SUBP
unique

String

Known at
completion
Known at
completion

String

Known at
completion

Flight hours

Float

Number
of
departurelanding cycles since component was new
Time since installation of
component

Cycles

Float

Flight hours

Float

Number
of
departurelanding cycles since installation of component
Component’s removal date
from aircraft

Cycles

Float

Known
at
arrival
(optional)
Known
at
arrival
(optional)
Known
at
arrival
(optional)
Known
at
arrival
(optional)
Known
at
arrival
(optional)

Date
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String
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HDR SERIAL
NO ORIGINAL

Time since overhaul of component before overhaul of
component1
Number
of
departurelanding cycles since overhaul of component before
overhaul of component1
Time since overhaul of component after overhaul of
component1
Number
of
departurelanding cycles since overhaul of component after
overhaul of component1
Account number of the customer requesting work order
Identifier used to uniquely
identify HDR Account
Number

INTERCOMPANY

Intercompany
Work Order

HDR INHOUSE
WO PO

HDR In-house
Work Order

Boolean stating whether
work order is transferred
to another Fokker location.
Outsourcing to own company
Boolean stating whether a
work order created in-house
or not

Flight hours

Float

Known
at
arrival
(optional)
Known
at
arrival
(optional)

Cycles

Float

Flight hours

Float

Known at
completion

Cycles

Float

Known at
completion

String

Known
arrival
Known
arrival

at

HDR ACCTNO
+ HDR SUBC is
unique
True (transferred)
False (not
transferred)

String

at

Boolean

Known
arrival

at

True (Created inhouse) False (Not
created in-house)

Boolean

Known
arrival

at
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Warehouse Time
Since Overhaul
before Overhaul
WHTC PRE CSO Warehouse
Cycle
Since
Overhaul before
Overhaul
WHTC POST TSO Warehouse Time
Since Overhaul
after Overhaul
WHTC POST CSO Warehouse Cycle Since Overhaul after Overhaul
HDR ACCTNO
HDR Account
Number
HDR SUBC
HDR Account
Number Identifier
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WHTC PRE TSO

Boolean stating whether a
work order is a sub work order of another work order

Customer Contract

Boolean stating whether a
customer contract is present

CONTRACT
PBH FIXED

Contract Power
By the Hour
Fixed

Boolean stating whether
work order is priced power
by the hour or fixed

HDR CONV
DOC CATEGORY

Converted Document Category

Category from which the
work order is created

SRCV RMA
LINE TYPE

Sales Receiver
Return Material
Authorization
Number
Line
Type
Sales Receiver
Return Material
Authorization
Number
Part
Social Security
Number

Line type from document
category. Influences the internal ERP processes.

SRCV RMA
PART SSN

Unique transaction ID of
work order for whole transaction cycle

RM (RMA)
SR (Sales
receiver)
04
09

Known
arrival

at

Boolean

Known
arrival

at

Boolean

Known
arrival

at

Category

(do not use)5

Category

(do not use)5

Integer

Known
at
arrival
(optional)
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CONTRACT

Boolean
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HDR SUB WO PO

True (Work order
is sub work order)
False (Work order
is no sub work
order)
True (Work order
has customer
contract)
False (Work order
has no customer
contract)

Warranty
quest

Re-

Boolean stating whether a
warranty is issued

WARRANTY
PERC PM

Warranty percentage
Parts
Material

Amount of cost of parts material that are under warranty

HDR
NYNO

COMPA-

HDR DIVISION

HDR Company
Number

Number indicating from
where work order is handled

HDR Division

Different locations within a
country

HDR DEPART

HDR
ment

QFINISH COND

Finished Condition
Expedite
Received Condition
Defaults Work
Requested

HDR DUE DATE

States the department
within the company the
work order is handled
Quality finished condition

Finished Work
Performed
Document Date

Expected condition of component when received
Which work is requested
upon receiving the component
Which work is performed on
component
Date of document creation

Due Date

Due date of work order

During process

Category

Known
arrival

at

Category

Known
arrival

at

2400 (Hydrolics)
2500 (Avionics)
2550 (PG)

Category

Known
arrival

at

List of conditions2

Category

List of conditions2

Category

List of conditions3

Category

Known at
completion
Known at
arrival
Known at
arrival

List of conditions3

Category
Date
Date

Known at
completion
Known at
arrival
During process
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EXPEDITE
RCV COND
DEFAULTS
WORK
REQUESTED
QFINISH WORK
PERFORMED
HDR DOC DATE

Depart-

1 (USA)
2(Netherlands)
3 (Asia)
11 (Hoofddorp
12 (Shiphol)

During process
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WARRANTY REQUEST

True (warranty
requested)
Boolean
False (no
warranty requested)
Integer

Ship Confirmed

Boolean stating whether
component is shipped or not

SO DOC NO

Sales Order Document Number
Sales Order Line

SO LINE
FPD
LPD
QFINISH QFINISH DATE
HDR DOC STATUS
INV DOC TOTAL
INV RMA
DOC TOTAL

During process

Connection to sales order

String

Line of sales order

String

First
Promise
Date
Last
Promise
Date
Finished Date

Promised first date the work
order is finished
Promised last date the work
order is finished
Date work order is finished

Date

Known at
arrival
Known at
arrival
During process
During process
Known at
completion

HDR Document
Status
Invoice
Document Total
Invoice
Return
Material
Authorization
Document Total
Invoice Date

Status of the work order

Sales Receiver
Return Material
Authorization
Invoice
Document Total

Date
Date
4 (Open)
10 (Closed)

Category

Revenue of work order

Float

During process
(do not use)5

Revenue of work order after
creditors

Float

(do not use)5

Date of invoice

Date

Transaction cost on work
order apart from direct cost
in invoice for test/repair.
Example is transaction cost
for exchange

Float

(do not use)5
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INV POST
GL DATE
SRCV RMA
INV DOC TOTAL

Boolean
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HDR SHIP CONFIRMED

True (Ship
confirmed)
False (Ship
not confirmed)

Transaction credit on work
order apart from direct cost
in invoice for test/repair.
Example is transaction cost
for exchange

OTHER COST

Other Cost

Other cost for work order

HDR CURRENCY

HDR Currency
Base

On which currency the cost
are based

HDR CUST PO

HDR Customer
Purchase Order

HDR CUST REF1
HDR CUST REF4

Cost of material used in
work order
Cost of labor for work order

Currency dependent
Currency dependent
Currency dependent
EUR (Euro)
USD (US Dollar)
SGD (Singapore
Dollar)

Float

(do not use)5

Float

Known at
completion
Known at
completion

Float
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SRCV RMA
Sales Receiver
RMA DOC TOTAL Return Material
Authorization
Return Material
Authorization
Document Total
PM COST
Parts Material
Cost
LABOR COST
Labor Cost

Float

Known
arrival

at

String

Known
arrival

at

Customer Ref

Purchase order given to
Fokker by customer to communicate about work order
Serial number of airplane

String

Customer Ref

Airplane identifier

String

MEMO MSG

Message field

String

MEMO MEMO
PAD1
MEMO MEMO
PAD2

Memo

String

Reported by customer

String

Known at
arrival
Known at
arrival
During process
During process
Known at
arrival
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Category

MEMO

Receiving condition

String

MEMO

Inspection

String

MEMO

Corrective action

String

MEMO

Action taken

String

MEMO

Warranty

String

MEMO

Certificate

String

MEMO

Certificate

String

MEMO

Part number alert message

String

Known at
arrival
During process
During process
During process
During process
Known at
completion
Known at
completion
Known at
arrival
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MEMO
PAD3
MEMO
PAD4
MEMO
PAD5
MEMO
PAD6
MEMO
PAD7
MEMO
PAD8
MEMO
PAD9
MEMO
PAD10

Table I.1: Data description
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Model parameters explanation

This appendix provides the standard parameter settings from Scikit-learn for a Random
Forest Regressor, Grandient Boosting Regressor and Linear Regression.

Random Forest Regressor
class sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n estimators=’warn’, criterion=’mse’,

max depth=None, min samples split=2, min samples leaf=1, min weight fraction leaf=0.0, max features=’auto’,
max leaf nodes=None, min impurity decrease=0.0, min impurity split=None, bootstrap=True,
oob score=False, n jobs=None, random state=None, verbose=0, warm start=False)

Gradient Boosting Regressor

class sklearn.ensemble.GradientBoostingRegressor(loss=’ls’, learning rate=0.1, n estimators=100,
subsample=1.0, criterion=’friedman mse’, min samples split=2, min samples leaf=1, min weight fraction leaf=0
max depth=3, min impurity decrease=0.0, min impurity split=None, init=None, random state=None,
max features=None, alpha=0.9, verbose=0, max leaf nodes=None, warm start=False, presort=’auto’,
validation fraction=0.1, n iter no change=None, tol=0.0001

Linear Regression
class sklearn.linear model.LinearRegression(fit intercept=True, normalize=False, copy X=True,
n jobs=None)
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Feature importance and beta coefficient

This appendix contains the intercept and beta coefficients of Regression Analysis and the feature
importance of Random Forest and Gradient Boosting.
The intercept of Regression Analysis equals 1913.49.

X INTERCOMPANY
X HDR INHOUSE WO PO
X HDR SUB WO PO
X CUSTOMER CONTRACT
X CONTRACT PBH FIXED
X SRCV RMA WARRANTY REQUESTED
HDR ACCTNO X AE028
HDR ACCTNO X AG004
HDR ACCTNO X AV040
HDR ACCTNO X BA007
HDR ACCTNO X BO007
HDR ACCTNO X BT002
HDR ACCTNO X EA028
HDR ACCTNO X JE007
HDR ACCTNO X OR003
HDR ACCTNO X RY001
HDR ACCTNO X UT001
HDR ACCTNO X UT002
HDR ACCTNO X WA010
HDR ACCTNO X inhouse
HDR SUBC X 1
HDR COMPANYNO X 1
EXPEDITE RCV COND X SV
EXPEDITE RCV COND X US
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X DIS
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X INS
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X MAN
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X MOD
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X MOR
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X OMO
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X OVH
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X RAI
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X REP
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X RMO
DEFAULTS WORK REQUESTED X SCR
HDR PARTNUMBER X -xxxx–5
HDR PARTNUMBER X -xxxx–6
TU/e

beta coefficient
-0.0
-117.2
-528.03
-731.54
1840.17
-1208.83
-3656.77
2270.89
-758.68
192.33
1257.03
208.86
232.56
3078.11
-915.81
404.24
302.58
-917.18
-1580.97
-117.2
117.2
-0.0
410.83
-410.83
-528.03
-159.16
0.0
3847.8
-345.11
-943.93
-786.41
0.0
-1085.15
0.0
0.0
-59.22
-868.79

importance rfr
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.06
0.11
0.02
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.13
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.01
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.01
0.0
0.0
0.01
0.0
0.01
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.01

importance gbr
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.04
0.01
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.01
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.01
0.01
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.02
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Feature importance and beta coefficient

HDR PARTNUMBER X -xxxx–7
X HDR SERIAL NO
X HDR CUST REF4
X WHTC TSN
X WHTC CSN
X WHTC TSI
X WHTC CSI
X WHTC PRE TSO
X WHTC PRE CSO
X duur transport
X duur service(schatting)
X duur (FPD))
X Pred work performed is MOD
X Pred work performed is OMO
X Pred work performed is OVH
X Pred work performed is REP

928.01
-0.17
2.76
0.02
-0.06
0.02
0.02
0.13
-0.04
0.0
11.54
-5.88
583.04
279.44
949.05
-475.11

0.02
0.05
0.11
0.01
0.02
0.08
0.01
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.12
0.12
0.01
0.0
0.02
0.0

0.02
0.15
0.21
0.07
0.09
0.06
0.03
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.12
0.09
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.0

Table K.1: Beta coefficients and feature importance

TU/e
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TU/e

Appendix L

Figure L.1: Decision tree from Random Forest

Decision tree from Random Forest
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